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How Surplus Grade A Milk 
Marketed in the Midwest 
STEPHEN F. WHIrrED 
FOREWORD 
• 
IS 
This is a study of rhe utilization and management of surplus Grade A milk 
In Midwestern markets. It will be of interest [0 anyone who musr make deci. 
sions daily regarding the Ix!! way to market this milk. 
Different types of surpluses and the WAy they were handled, special problems 
encountered in various situations, and the seasonality of use in the different 
manuhctured products are shown here. 
Brid summary de5criptions of each market are presented in Tables XIII , 
XIV, md XV. (Pages 39, 40, 42). 
Quantities of milk available to city markets for fluid use usually exceed 
qumritic:s used in boltb::l. milk produC[s. The unbabnce commonly shows up in 
surpluses which create marketing problems. This report is one of a series of 
studies by the North Cenml Regional Committee on Dairy Marketing Research 
of the handling and management of these surpluses. 
First in the series was a survey of char~cteristics of the problem and unnge-
menrs for handling surplus milk in t04 Midwestern markets. That sudy classified 
surplus handling arrangements and provided a basis for selecting a smaller num· 
ber of markets for more derailed investigation. The d:.lta reported in this publi. 
cation provided information for a longer period of time and involved more 
comprehensive analyses of surplus problems, handling arr.tngements, and the in· 
stitutional setdng in wbicb tbey developed. Other srudies in the series aMlyzed 
costs of tnnsporcing and manufacturing surplus fluid milk under alternative ar· 
r::mgemenrs in a valiery of !ruI.rket situations. The effectiveness of supply.Qrnla.tld 
adjusters as pricing mechanisms for adjusting supplies of Auid milk TO market 
needs also was investigated.' 
The genetous cooperation of Federal mi lk market administr.Hots, cooper:l' 
Tive managers, mi lk dealers, agricultural eXf>Crimenr station representatives, and 
otbers who supplied tbe information is acknowledged witb gmitude. The sched-
ules uS<':d in obtaining the data and ovenll plans for the project were dcveloped 
by the subcommittee in charge of the study.' They and otber members of the 
Norrb Central Regional Committee on Dairy Marketing Re~~rch collected dan 
as well as offered many helpful suggestions for the analysis and presentation 
'Other publimion. ~Ioped from ,hi, ..n .. 01 .. ",Ii ... « li,«<I in ,hi, bulk,i". 
' Elme, f. 80"""" «h. ifnwl). Hugo 1. Coole. Piul 1. Koiky. E. Ft«! KoIl«. and Sheld,," W. Will""". 
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SUMMARY 
Some factors which influenced type of surplus handling systems were: 
1. Size of milkshed. This also was rebted (0 the qlUndry of milk to Ix han-
dled. Bec::l.use of dlC distllnces involved and the amoum of milk 10 Ix handlo::l, 
the huger markers were morc likely to employ a system which provided for 
manufacture of rhe surplus milk in the country relatively n~r the point of pro-
duction. 
2. Presence or absence of plants which depend prinurily upon manufactur-
ing milk. If present, size, locadon, and lype of phms were imponant. 
3. ~gree of specialilation of botding plants. Could rhey easily obt:un from 
specialized processors supplies of processed produces [Q supplement their Auid 
product Jines? Did they have in-phInt fadlities for ffi;lnuf:octuring surplus milk? 
4. Character of produeers' cooperative association. A market with a Strong, 
active bargaining cooperative was more likely to have cemnlized managemOlt 
of the surplus. 
S. Methods employed for handling the milk used for fluid products. If 
country receiving starions were employed, then diversion of the surplus in the 
COUntry was encounged. 
In mOSt large mHkets in this study, a m:.l.jor pan of the surplus milk W:.l.S 
divetted to manufacturing faci lities in the country. Because a large share of the 
surplus milk WlIS in these large markets, diversion in rhe coumry was the major 
method employed for markering surplus fluid milk. W ill iams and Kerchner 
found that 81 pefcent of the surplus milk covered by their study was in markers 
in which the dominant method of handling was diversion in the country. An-
other 11 percem was in mHkets which princip:.l.lly trucked it into the city and 
diverted it to local manuf:olCturing plants without receiving it:.l.t the bottling 
plant. 
The presence in a market or in its ffiilkshed of pllms which depended pri-
marily upon manufacruring milk influenced the type of surplus handling system 
which developed. These plants usullly provided a ready market for the excess 
milk. If they were located out in the milkshed, coumry diversion WlS encour-
19ed. If in rhe city, then city diversion was the system ldopted. The presence of 
mlny such plantS in the Chicago milkshed provided a ra.dy oudeT for much of 
the surplus milk in that market. Deuoit, with fewer of these plants in its milk-
shed, relied to a much grelter extent on cooperative standby facilities . 
During recent years botding planTS in some markers have tended to become 
more specialized. They have shunned the production of manufactured products 
Of the handling of milk in excess of their berding needs. This has been parri(U-
larly [lue in rhose sinutions where they could easily obtain processed prcxiucts, 
'Sh.klon W. Willi"". ..... 0rv11 G. K .... hoc'. Di.pos.ing of Surplu. Fluid Milk ,n Mid""<St<m Mukrn, 
NQrfh un,roJ R~g<onal PublkadQ/\ Ill. Ill. IIgri<l1I",,..1 E.p<rim<n, 5<>'ion !lull«in 6601.196(1. 
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ro supplement their fluid products lines, from specialized processors. Th<: de· 
velopment of this specialiution by borri<:rs was accompanied by th~ assumption 
of more responsibility for surplus milk management by producers' associations. 
This was particularly .true in the Twin Cities and St. Louis IIl2rkets. 
Handlers in some orher mark<:ts, however, considered that enough milk to 
meet botding needs plus enough for cottage cheese and ice cream constituted 
their minimum needs. Such handlers took what they wanted for manufacturing 
conage cheese and ice cream in their plants. In his study, MacPherson found this 
to be a common policy. Eighty percent of the 37 plantS included in his study 
believed th:H a policy of procuring enough milk from their producers to meet 
bottling needs and enough addition:.ll for their cottage cheese and ice cream was 
best for their operation.' Nevc:rtheless, it appears that in most large markets the 
tendency is toward specialintion. 
Some producer associations assumed responsibility for managing the surplus 
in order to strengthen their bargaining position. Where they have done this, it 
has often resulted in centralized management of the surplus, with its presumed 
adv:Ulrages. 
On the other hand, some cooperatives were forced into surplus handling. 
A sm:.lll error in pricing the surplus in some instances PUt pressure on the pro-
ducers' association to provide processing facilities. If the price of surplus Grade 
A is such that handlers cannOt purchase it, m:.lnufacture it, sell it, and make a 
profit, they will refuse to (:Ike it off the hands of the producers and their associa· 
tlon. When this happens, the produc~rs must either process it themselves or 
find another buyer. Such a situation has pushed some producers' associations in· 
to building or purchasing manufacturing facilities, thus modifying the system 
of h:.lndling the surplus milk. 
In some IIl2rkers, there appeued to be gains in efficiency of handling surplus 
milk by centraliz<:d management. This centralized control often was exercised 
through full supply contracts or similar arr:,mgements whereby the botrler secured 
from a producers' cooperative association or other wholesale :.l.gency only the 
milk which he needed for bottling purposes. Often this :.l.gency also was respon· 
sible for obtaining :.my supplementary supplies which were needed in the ffi:.l.rket. 
In a very large market, such as Chicago, there appeared to be little loss in 
efficiency of surplus hmdling due to the absence of:.l. centralized agency to man· 
age the milk supply. In the sm:.lller markets this centralized control was neces-
sary to bring together suffi,iem volume for effici<:nt management. In Chicago, 
some of the handlers controlled a sufficiently brg<: volume to m:.l.ke it economi· 
cally feasible for each to manage his own surplus disposal. In conjunction with 
this aaangement, the cooperative took care of th<: surplus for those handlers who 
lacked sufficient volume for efficient processing. 
The method employed for handling milk used for botde<:! products also ex· 
erted some influence on the surplus handling system which devdoped. A market 
' D. D. M",Ph<non. The Marx" for a ... II Milk in OId.Oom •. K>f\13$ .nd W" ,crn Mi...,.,,,. Uni,ed 
StUd Dcp=men, of Agric\Oltute, Morkeling Resac<b R<pon r-<o. 263. W .. hingron, D. C., A~g"". 19)1:1, p. 
" 
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with country receiving scatioll$ 11so tended to employ a syslem of surplus milk 
managemem which utilized country diversion. With routes owned or conlroUed 
by the borders md with the milk lundled in cans, :;I nurket tended to have the 
surplus manufactured in the: pbms of dlC receiving processors or to have some 
type of city diversion. In lcn of the markets in this study, the milk marketing 
coopel':ldvcs either owned or controlled part or all of the uuc:ks used in U$Cm-
bling milk from berns. In the other four mukC'ts, city diversion was used. 
Not rnlny ran in the paSI, c:;u;:h milk m:ukcl w;u an isob.ted unit complete 
within itsel f. It nude provision for production of enough milk to salisfy itS needs 
during the sc:tSOO of lowest production. It also handled the ("Xlr:l milk produce:! 
during Olher seasons. As the milksheds of the very i1rgcst mukeu extended 50 
!ir th1r if was no longer feasible to move the milk inw the city on the trucks 
which collected if from farms, country receiving Sfations btg:on to bt established. 
From this point, it was but a short step w the development of the concept that 
only the milk needed for Auid consumption should be moved w the city. The 
renuinder '\\'as kept :l[ manuf2Cturing plants nearer the area of production. Thus 
the system of country diversion of the surplus «me into use. 
As they beame mocc: intimately associated due to improved transporC2.tion, 
some mukets btgan to maintain only enough 10C"a1 production to meet fluid 
needs during the flush se:lson. They purchased milk from a luger m:uket when 
needed. What had in effect actually happened was that the smaller market Iud 
transferred part of if$ surplus problem ovcr to the luger one. 
A modification of this practice has devc:loped. A large St. Louis country 
plant owned by a producers ' coopentive association furnished milk regularly to 
both the SI. Louis market and the Ozark market. In addition to these regulu 
shipmenrs, it also furnished milk on an intermittent buis to several other mar-
ketS. The handling of pari of the surplus for several markets in one plant was 
more efficient than the operation of several plants. 
If a market grew with a strong producers' cooperative, there was II tendency 
to furnish milk to handlers in the amounts and at the times desired by them. 
Probably the highest development of this concept occurred in the Twin Cities 
market. Here: the cooperative association has furnished to handlers milk stand-
ardized to the desired butterfat conrem in the amoum and at the time desired 
by them. Products supplementary to the Auid milk line also have been furnished 
in the same manner. Although the Twin Citics market showed the highest de-
vc:lopment of this concept, many of the marketS had developed it to a degrte. 
Over the period covered by this study, cooper-Hives assumed increasing responsi-
bility for m;lnaging milk supplies. Since the end of the study period there have 
bten fu rther developments along this line in some of the markets. 
With centnliwi management of the milk supply, and the technology now 
in existence, II ~lIy Slfcamlincd system of Auid milk processing lnd distribu· 
tion could be dC'·cloped. Standardized, cooled milk could be received in bulk 
from the eentr:a.l ~gency and pumped directly into the cbrifier, through the con-
tinuous pa5teurizer, and on to the bon ling machine. From this point, the milk 
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could be loaded directly 0010 "plug-in-' refriger.ned. delivay trudes_ 
The increased use of bulk milk handling has encour2ged and brought about 
changes in methods of man:lging surplus milk. BeC:l.use of the rebtive ease of 
h:lndling :lnd tr2nsponing milk in bulk, it has become more common to divert 
the surplus in the coumry, directly to the point of manuf:lClure. To most nearly 
realize the potential benefits, it s/:(:ms to be neceSS:lry for the eemral agency Il) 
control movement of the bulk pickup trucks and dim:r them to the point where 
the milk is to be processed. 
Terre Haute provides a good eumple of:a m:a rket that hu rev:lmped ics 
surplus dispoul system to take :ldvanrage of the porentialiri~ of bulk handling. 
The cooperative formerly paid h:lndlers for receiving and cooling surplus milk. 
but now routes it directly to manuf:actuting outlets on fum bulk pick-up ttUCks. 
Complete conversion to bulk handling lnd skillful traffic m:anagement comri-
bute to success not only in moving the surplus but :also in getting Class l out-
lets for some milk that would otherwise be surplus. 
Beause bulk milk handling hal m2de it easier to diven a load to the poim 
of use, it :also will influence the use of surplus manufacturing facilities now in 
existence and the type of such facilities likely to be built in the future. Sc:attered, 
smaller surplus m:anufacturing pbms arc no longer necessary, and man)" :ue no 
longer use.:!. Often a standby plant for surplus processing will not be necessary 
since surplus c:ln be moved directly to a regular manufacturing plant. Because 
of the greater mobility of milk, the surplus milk handling facilities that are built 
in the future likely will be larger than many existing plants. 
Bulk handling :llso will bring about ehlnges in the use of country receiving 
stations_ Already "reload paims" are being used in place of receiving stations-
About the only equipmem is :I dean shehered place to reload the milk and 
&ciJities for properly cleaning the empty tllnks. 
The possibility of dimiru.ting country receiving stuions through the uSC' of 
bulk h:lndling is well illustrated by the Detroit rnHket. During the period 19'2-
19'7, 12 mtions were closed. This was partly offset by the opening of seven so.-
tions in 19'2 through 19". No new stations were opened after 19'~ , however, 
but four were closed in 19,6 and seven in 1951. 
I N TRODUCTION 
T his study describes the systems which were used to handle surplus Grade 
A milk in selected markers of the North Central Region in the years 1m 
through 1951_ It also shows Ihe m:lgnitude of the problem faced. by prodllCCI1 
and handlcn during th is period. Three genetlll types of surpluses are considered: 
1, seasonal; 2, year-round or chronic; and }, day to day. The various surplus 
management systems found in markers of the Norrh Cemral Region arc con-
sidered in relation to the simarions which exisled in those m:arkets_ 
Milk has many alternative uses. The beSt of these alternatives in terms of 
&em price is fluid consumption. Health ordinances have created and enforced a 
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distinction between milk for Auid consumption :lnd milk for ffi2nufacruring pur-
poses. Th~ differences in sanitary requirements and the resulting differences in 
prices, influence ffi:Hketing practices in the d:liry industry. This distinction in 
quality, plus the seasonal v:uiuion in milk production, hlS resulted in serious 
problems associlttcd with producing, pricing, and marketing fluid milk. 
In r¢Ccnt years, about one-third of the milk received in Federal Order ma-
ker s h:ls been used for purposcs othcr than bottled milk. Surpluses in the: 14 
North Central ffilrk:etS studied avenged 37 pattnt bct'A'C¢Il 19'0 and 19)7. This 
surplus in some mukcn Stnins the eap:lcity of plant equipment and the will· 
ingnw of de:llers and mlnufacrures to receive it. 
The efficiency with which this milk is mndled may have substantial effeces 
on farmers' returns. The se:l.$onal nature of this surplus, its uncernin volume, 
and its dispersion among plants all contribute to il great filnge in cOSts and to a 
substantial element of risk in handling it. These in turn contribute to uncertainty 
about the proper price for this milk, and could adversely affect rhe ncr proceeds 
of agtncics which take title to it. 
Much of the surplus problem has arisen from the bulky and perishable 
natUfC of milk. These characteristics make it impractical to hold the excess pro-
duction of the Rush season for use during periods of shortage. In the past, they 
made transportation over any considerable distance expensive, so that each mar· 
ket tended to become associated wi t h its own group of producers located in irs 
own distinctive milkshed. Thus each m;l.rker had its own supply and surplus 
problem. There was little intereh;l.nge of milk among markets. 
In the last few yeus, oveHhe·road bulk tank trucks and other developmencs 
Mve begun to brca.k down the isoluion that formerly existed Milkshed bound· 
aries arc becoming blurred. As time goes on, surplus problems are becoming 
region;l.i rather than Ion!. 
Many mukets have organized their milk procurement sysrems so that only 
the milk needed for bottling purposes goes to fluid processing plams. The sur~ 
plus on the periphery of the milkshed goes directly to manuf;l.cturing plants. 
Farm bulk handling h:u facilitated this. 
The North Ccotnl Region will be defined in this study as Illinois, Indi;l.na, 
Iowa, K;l.nS;J.s, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesot;l., Missouri, Nebrasb, North 1>.1. 
kota, Ohio, South Dakou., ;l.nd Wisconsin. Fourteen markets in the North Cco· 
tnl Region, with populations ranging from 78,000 to 6,183,000, were surveyed." 
These markets [epresented different types of surplus milk handling prohlems and 
various solutions which had been employed. Most of the time series d:ua were 
obtained from Markee Adminisrr;l.tot records. Other dan ;l.nd information " .. ere 
furnished by producers ' associations and milk handlers. Some <hn wert obtained 
from United Stares Department of Agriculture compilations. 
's.. Tabk 1Il fer. lis: of 'hose mark .... 
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DEFINITION OF SURPLUS AS USED IN THIS STUDY 
Surplu~ G~e A milk W:l.S defined as milk, inspected and approved by he-;.lth 
depanment authority fot fluid consumption, in excess of that used fot botd<XI 
products. Many handlers, of course, do not look on milk used for ice cream, 
cottage cheese, and similar products as surplus. From the farmers' viewpoint, 
however, this milk usually is priced lower rhan borded milk. 
CHARACfER OF THE SURPLUS PROBLEM 
During the study period, 19~O through 1957, 32.6 percent of rhe bunerfat 
in the 14 m:trkets studied was exc~s ro bottling needs (Table I) . In rwe1ve mar-
kC(s for which data were available, 37.3 percent of the skim milk was surplus 
(Table II ). Throughout the period, when expressed as a percent of producer re-
ceipts,4 the surplus was greater for skim milk than for butterfat. During 19~O, 
19'1 and 1952, the ratio of surplus skim milk 10 butterfat was higher than dur-
ing the larer yens. This shift may b.: attributed to the recent increased popularity 
of low-fat fluid products, and the reduced use of cream in the later part of the 
study period. 
The data presemed in Tables I and II were based upon producer receiprs 
and volume of mllk used in bouled products. In these tables, fluid utiliZ:,l(ion' 
plus surplus e<Juals producer receipts. Milwaukee data were firsr available for 
February, 19'1, Detroit for january, 19'2, and Sioux Falls for September, 1952. 
Skim milk daf1; wC(e not available for Milwaukee or Madison. 
Surplus By Markets 
During the study period, butterfat in excess of bottling needs is shown in 
Table III. In nearly half of these markets, over one-third was excess. In only 
three of them was the surplus less than one-fourth. Madison and Milwaukee, 
twO of the markets with the lowest percentage of surplus, were closely associated 
with the ChiQgo market. It is likely that a part of their surplus W:l.S cartied by 
the larger market. 
Both this study and the earlier one by Williams and Kerchner showed that 
within the North Central area proportions of surplus were larger in the northem 
than in the southern markets. and in the eastern than in the western markets. 
Surplus in Excess of Necessary Reservi' 
The preceding dis<:ussion deale with over-all surplus, that is the milk in-
speCted and approved by a health department but not used in bottled products. 
" .I'rodu«r ««ip"- i. ,he « m> .oed in ",,,1<0< lId",ini",..,,,,.,,,,..,,, '0 mOt ro milk ,«<ivd by lundle<:o 
",,,,I,,od by ,be ",,,,1«, o,d«. [rom "'gul" produccrS approved b)" ,no:: muni,ip,J h<1l<h d.p'"mon,. Milk ro· 
«i,od Ifcm ",.,..,. tN,k", Of Ofh<f ,o.m". i, 1Of<.n-.d ro" ··O<hcr "",rcc milk·· or" ,upp:.m<fl",'l' ""Wlics. 
'FI.ud ",ili",iot\ ",k .. <0 ,he ", .. I .'" "f milk in bo;ul.d pro,h",,, 'lJo<h .. ~hoi< mi l k. c"",m, A,vo:>«d 
milk drir.k,. <to. 
' Thi, of<.n i, ",f",r<d to .. ··op<",lng """"", •• • ina I, ,er." <0 ,h •• >lra ,u ppi)" of miik ,h>t. m1lk« 
find, O<CCSW"]' ,,, "'''l' to rna< d. y.ro-o:!.y ft""""i,,n in .. I .. of pocbgod milk. ,oSC''''''' "';,h rom. ",)'«><1>.)" 
diil"<o:cnccs in milk ,oe<iF'" from p<oduCCrS. 
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TA8LE I - BUTTERFAT EQUiVALENT OF PRODUCER RECE IPTS, FLUID 
UTILIZATION AND SURPLUS COMPARED, 
Peroent of 
Producer Receil?:ts Dls22sed as: 
Produ<;er F1uid Fluid 
Year Receipts Utllitation Surplus Utllizatlon Surplu, 
(1.000 pounds of butterfat) 
19soA 234,614 155,071 79,597 66.1 33.9 
19S1s 241 , 530 114,283 67,247 72. 2 27.8 
19528 303, 985 221,754 82,231 72.9 27.1 
1953 346,355 227,935 118,420 65.8 34 . 2 
"" 
361,199 237 , 250 123.949 65.7 34.S 
1955 358,635 250,378 108,257 69. S 30.2 
1956 383,270 252,999 130,271 66.0 34.0 
1957 404,460 255,366 149, 094 63.1 36.9 
TOTAL 2,634, 108 1,775,042 859, 066 67.4 32.6 
sMUwaukee dats were first avaUable in \lseable form for February. 1951; Oetrolt 
for January , 1952; and Sioux Falls for September, 1952. 
TABLE II_SKIMMILK EQUIVA LENT OF PRODUCER RECE IPTS, F LUID 
UTILIZATION AND SURPLUS COMPARED, 
12 NORTH CENTRAL MARKETSa 
Penent 01 
Producer Receil1ts Dlsl12sed as, 
Producer Fluid Fluid 
Year Recelllt3 Utilization Surlllus UtllI~ation Surl1lus 
(1,000 pounds of slcimmlllc) 
1950b 6 , 033, 450 3 , 611 , 352 2 , 422 , 098 59. 9 40,1 
1951b 5 ,848 , 648 3,825, 670 2 , 022 , 978 65 . 4 34,6 
195i' 7,472, 426 5,002, 600 2 , 469 , 826 66.9 33,1 
1953 6,556,479 5,199,600 3, 3SS, 679 50, 8 39,2 
1954 6,933,382 5,465.220 3,448,162 61, 4 38. 6 
1955 8,882.194 5,819,838 3 , 062 , 306 65. 5 34.5 
1956 9, 445 . 143 5.911,5-46 3 , 533, 597 62.6 37.4 
1957 9,996,219 6,002,205 3,996,014 60.0 40 . 0 
TOTAL 65,169, 941 40,858,281 24 , 311,660 62.7 37 . 3 
IsIclmmllk data tor Madison and Milwaukee were not useable. 
bDetl'Olt da.ta ttrst available tor January, 1952; and Sioux F alls for September, 1952. 
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A market , however, must have milk in excess of hotued use. This allo""s for 
day.co.day vari2tion in consumption and receipl$, and for less than perfect al· 
location of the milk among handlers in the market. For the purpose of this 
study, 10 percent of fluid us¢s was selected as the amount reoguired to mcct thc:se 
n~ds. This has been termed necessary reserve. 
When the excess over this reserve was computed, the average yctrly excess 
amounted to about 25 percent (Table IV). On a monthly basis, the excess sup-
ply varied from 12 percent in the low month (Oaober) to}1 percent in the 
high month (May). During a considerable portion of the year, the excess 0 ''(1" 
ncc($S3ry reserve was over half the amount actu1l1y consumed in fluid fotm. 
Total Recell!a Su!:2!us 
(l,OOOpound., 
Chleaeo 1, 155,342 
Clnoclnnall 124,617 
LoulavUle 96,640 
Twin Cities 234,713 
". eow. 208,1 75 
Sioux CUy 1.9,797 
Sioux Fallab 12,340 
Kala .. City 108,432 
~tI-Sprlngfleld 90,603 
DetroltC 357, 026 
Topeka 17,301 
Madison 22,043 
EVln.vUle 27,267 
MU"'l.ukeeb 116,850 
aOnly flrlt 6 monllla of 1957, 
bOat.. for 1950 not I.vaUabJe. 
cDat.. for 1950-1951 not avaUable . 
Chronic fIT Year-round Su ,.plus 
487 , 537 
51,334 
37,784 
90,462 
77 , 724 
7,023 
3,970 
31,369 
25,854 
94,913 
4,536 
5,193 
6, 196 
20,856 
Surplu, u 
Pen:entqe of 
Total ReeelE' 
42.2 
11.2 
39.1 
38.5 
37.3 
35.5 
32.2 
2S.9 
28.5 
" .. 
26.2 
23.6 
22.7 
17.8 
Chronic or )·ear·round surplus was arrived at by computing the surplus in 
excess of fluid usc and necessary reserve during the low month, and converting it 
to an annual basis (Table V). Thcsc markcts averaged a little morc than iO per. 
cent of producer rec<:ipts in chronic or ~nnual surplus. To <:nsure ample supplies 
in Ihe short season, a market likely will end up with some y<:ar.round surplus 
(nOt n<:cnsuily 10 percent). In 1Om<: of the markets this was not much of a 
probl<:m. 
In most of the other markets, this type of surplus was manufactured in 
plantS O'lmcd by coopcntiv<:s. In a f<:"" mukets, dC21c1l or the coopcntiv<: as-
Month 
January 
February 
March 
AprU 
May 
J~. 
Jwy 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Average 
Year 
TABLE IV-SURPLUS BUTTERFAT OVER NECESSARY RESERVE , 14 NORTH CENTRAL 
MARKETS, BY MONTUS. 1950- 1957 AVERAGE 
Surplus all 
Percentage of Fluid Usc 
Plus Necessary 
Reserve 
Producer Surplus Over Producer 
Fluid UJ;e Receipts Necessary Roserve Fluid Ueccipts 
(1,000 pow\ds) 
18,550 20 ,405 27,347 6 , 942 37.4 25, 4 
17,204 18,924 25, 980 7,056 41.0 27.2 
18,858 20,744 29, 388 8,644 45.8 29.4 
18,019 19,821 29, 306 9,485 52, 6 32,4 
18,419 20,26 1 32, 183 ll,922 64.7 37,0 
17,400 19 , 140 30,142 11,002 63. 2 36 . 5 
17,125 18,838 26, 503 7 , 665 «.8 28. 9 
17,649 19,414 24,643 5,229 29.6 21. 2 
18,498 20,348 23,350 3,002 16.2 12.9 
19,591 21 , 550 24,457 2,907 14.8 11. 9 
19,003 20,903 24,269 3,366 17. 7 13.9 
19, H S 21 , 360 26,672 5,312 27.4 19.9 
219.334 241, 708 324,240 82, 532 37.6 25,5 
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TABLE V-GRADE A BUTTERFAT EXCESS TO BOTTLING NEEDS 
SEGREGATED INTO NECESSARY RESERVE, CHRONIC SURPLUS 
AND SEASONAL SURPLUS, 14 NORTH CENTRAL MARKETS, 
1950-1957 AVERAGEI 
1. Producer receipts (1, 000 pounds) 
2. Fluid use (1,000 pounds) 
3. Total surplus (1,000 pounds) 
Producer receipts minus fluid use 
4 . Necessary reserve (1 , 000 pounds) 
fluid use X 10% 
5. Year-round or chronic surplus (1 , 000 pounds) 
6. seasonal Surplus (1,000 pounds) 
Total surplus minus chronic surplus 
minus necessary reserve 
X 365 
324,240 
219,734 
104,506 
21 , 973 
34 , 228 
48,305 
13 
Percent of 
Producer Receipts 
7. Necessary reserve 
8. Chronic surplus 
9. Seasonal surplus 
10 . fluid Use 
11 . Seasonal surplus 
IBaslC data In Table IV. 
6.8 
10.6 
14.9 
67. 7 
Percent of 
Fluid use 
22.0 
sociations sold this milk to proprietary manufacturing plants. Only a sma!! pro-
portion was manufactured in rhe plams of rccdving handlers. Some of these 
plants used part of this milk for making cottage cheese and ice cream. Where 
rhis was the case, the handle:rs looked upon it as part of their regular need and 
did not consider it a burden. MacPherson also found this to be: true. ' 
This year.round excess is the only type of surplus which ordinarily is avail· 
able: for sale: to other markets. Occasiona!!y weekend surplus an be: disposed of 
this way. Both the seasonal and the day. to-day surpluses are often referred to as 
reserves; they ue maintained to :.issure adequate milk during peaks of consump-
tion or troughs in production. A marker should determine its type of surplus 
before seeking outside sales for fluid use as a soludon to its surplus problem. 
During St:.l50ns of flush production, few markets need to purchase supplementary 
milk. 
' D. D. M><;Ph ... on, Th. M.,k., fot Cl ... II Milk in Old.bom •• Kan .... nd We<,om ).Ii"""n, Uni«d 
S .. <es Dcp"',.,.,,' of Agrkul,u,". M"k.,inS R ... ""h R<p<><t No. M3. W .. hinS'on. D. c., Augus" 19:13. p. 
". 
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Stasrmal Surplus 
T he previous discussion deal t with the: quantity of surplus milk. If the: exm 
milk, even in existing quanrities, were produced at :a uniform rate throughout 
the felt, the problem of dealing with it would be simpli fied considerably. Solu tion 
of the problem would email principally the provision of mlnuf1cruring facili-
ties to process this volume of milk. About the only waste would be [he extra 
rcal cosrs incurred in producing G r:.tde A milk above COStS of producing m:anu-
&Cluring milk. 
Fluid milk receipts were ch:l. r.lcterized by wide se2S0nlli swings in volum.: 
( Figure 1). Skilled dairymen have demonsrr:ued that it is possible [0 manage:l. 
herd so that reasonably uniform production c:m be mainraincd throughout the 
year. As a pracdo.J maHer, however, most d~irymen do not even 01,11 their pro-
dUCtion. Even though most of the seasonal variation in surplus was due to 
momh-to-momh changes in producer recdpts, p~rt of it was due to lower sum-
mer consump tion of Auid milk. 
Fifty percem of the butterfat in the fourteen markets, excess to fluid. utili-
:mion and necessary reserve, was received during March, April , May, and June:. 
Figure 1 shows the wide variation in Cju:z.ntity of surplus G rade A milk which 
must be handled from momh to momh. Figure 2 presents the gre:tret percentage: 
changes in the seasonality of surplus as compared ro receip ts. The fourteen m:u-
ket avenge surplus ranges from small amounts in September and October to 
over 60 percent of raul Cjuanrity used for Auid consumption in May and June. 
In the five m:ukecs with the gre:ttest seasonal variation of producer receipTS, sur-
plus butTerfar in the peak month was four times that of the low month. In the 
five markers with IttSt SC2sonality of producer receipts the peak month was three 
times th:n of the low month (Figure 3). 
The relationship, by markets, between surplus in three spring momhs :l.nd 
three &11 months varied from :I. low of 1.5 to a high of 3.5 (T:l.ble VI). The wide 
ratio which existed in the two Wisconsin markets of Madison and Milwaukee: 
was nOT indicarive of a large amoum of surplus in these markets but of the very 
opposite. They had little surplus in the fall months, $0 that the excess which 
did appear in the spring resulted in a wide r2tio because of the low base used 
for comparison. 
Since the largest part pf the surplus was tecei\'ed during a short part of the 
year, special difficulties in handling it were encountered in some marketS. In 
others, these: difficulties were avoided only by careful ofg:lnization and provision 
of special fadlities. 
The problem of h:mdling the seasonal surplus was one of concern ro both 
cooperatives and dealers in the markets. In most of the markers, the ecopen-
tives had assumed responsibility for raanaging this excess milk. In a few m:ukeu, 
dealers disposed of some of this surplus t hrough proprietory manufacturing 
phnn. Very little of the seasonal surplus was manufactured in the plantS of re-
ceiving handkrs. 
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PERCENT OF 
T HE MEAN 
'SO 
... 
... 
n • 
... 
so 
" 
.. 
" 
PRODUCER RECEIPTS,/ , 
\ , , 
\ ' 
, ' 
\ / 
'\ .. .,.-' 
-- ... 
Fl¥ure 2. SeuarWlty of butterfat; in producer Ncelpt. , and In exceu of nuid 
uUllzatlon and ....",aauy ruerve; 14 North C~trat Marke'-
19W-I9$7. 
Day-tD-Day Surplus 
Personnel in several of [he markets fdt that {heir year-round and seasonal 
surplus problems WCfC nor particularly balhcrsome. However, everyone of fhe 
markc!! had to (ope with a day-w.day surplus problem of some magnitude. 
This problem 1!OO tn.linly (rom day-ro-da)" changes in S2ks of balded milk and 
in Jess put from vmuion in producer r«eipu. 
Thcsc variations in n~ds and milk receipts generate excesses or shoIngcs 
on a day-to-d1y basis. In order to have enough milk all of the time, il is netC$-
$.ary for a plall[ manager to have too much a good part of the time. It genCTllJly 
is concedtd thai the problem is be<:oming more serious. 
The day.fo-day problem has been aggrlv~ted further by the change to a 
brger proportion of the milk being sold through grocery Stores (Figure 4). Most 
shoppel"$ purch:ue th~r groceries during the latter part of the week, and m:my 
of rhem pun::h:ue m entire week's supply of milk at that time. 
In the St. louis muker, Friday is the h~vy botding day, but bottling on 
Thursday and Saturday are larger than in the e:Jrly parr of the week (Figure '). 
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PERCENT OF 
FLUID UTILIZATION 
"" 
'" 
" 
" ........ 
MOST SEASONAL-, ", 
, , 
/ \ , , 
,/ /---., 
",," . \\ 
" \ , / - \ 
• 14 Markets \ 0/ 0,\ 
./ , 
\ , 
LEAST SEASONAL 
o , , 
~ 1 0 \.._-","'/ -._0 
" C-~~~~ __ ~~L-~~L-~~~~~L-~ 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
Figure 3. Seasonality of butterfat surplus iJt excess of fluid use and necessary 
reserve compared In five markets with greatest seasonality and five 
markets with least sessonallty of producer re<:eipts, and In the four-
teen mal'itets, 1950-1957 averages. 
The proportion of milk bottled on Friday was 142 percent of that on Wednes· 
day. Three·fifths of the week's supply w:.l.S bottled on Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday, and two·fifths during the reSt of the week. These are bOltling dao. 
Data on sales would show an even gr~ter variation since there is some egw.li. 
zation of the plant load by bottling ahead for the end of week rush. 
Relationship Between Butterfat and Skim Milk in Surplus 
During the ~r!y pan of the 1950's, a larger pur of the skim milk than of 
the butterfat was surplus (Table VII ). In the later yeus, a greater pan of the 
skim milk still w:.ts surplus, but the difference was smaller. Wim the proportion 
of skim and butterEat in fluid products more ne:uly the same as that in producer 
receipts, the surplus problems faced by some markets have cbange<!. 
Other data provide<! by this study show the same trend in a different man· 
ncr. T he butterfat test of fluid products in the founeen markets declined each 
18 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
TABLE VI-KON FLUID USE OF BUTTERFAT DURING SPRING AND FALL 
September, October, Ratlo-
Market April, Ma.y, ,=, November High:Low 
Madison 
Milwaukee 
Chlcag<J 
Sioux Falls 
Dayton-Springfield 
Twin ClUes 
Sioux CIty 
Cincinnati 
Evansville 
Topeka • 
Detroit 
St. Louis 
Kansas City 
Louisville 
PERCENT OF 
HANDLERS SALES 
" 
" 
" 
40 
(1.1)00 poWlds) 
" " 
'" 
", 
7.460 3,076 
" " .., 
'" 1,365 ,<0 
103 51 
'00 
'" 
" 
50 
" " 1,892 1,137 
1,128 69' 
'" '" 
'" '" 
, r~~~~~ __ ~-L~~-L __ ~-L~ 
1949 1950 1951 1952 1953' 1954 1955 1956 19&7 1958 
Figure 4. Percent of mUkseJes by handlers in the St . Louis market 
which were wholesale, November of each respective year . 
Source: Market Administrator's Office . 
3.48 
2. 78 
2.43 
2. 20 
2. 17 
2. 12 
2.02 
1. 90 
1. 84 
1.72 
1. 66 
1.63 
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1.49 
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20 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Nontlutd Utilization 
Year As a Percentage of Producer Receipts 
Butterfat Sklmmllk 
1950 33.9 40,1 
1951 27.8 34. 6 
1952 27.1 33.1 
1953 34. 2 39, 2 
",. 34.3 311. 6 
1955 30.2 34. 5 
1956 34. n 37.4-
1957 36.9 40.0 
Weighted Average 32.6 37.3 
ABaete Data in Tables I anu II. 
Ratio of Skim 
Butterfat 
1.18 
1 . 24 
1.22 
1.15 
1.13 
1.14 
1. 10 
1.08 
1.14 
year fwm 19'0 to 1957 (Table VIII). The {rend depicted in the previous para· 
graph becomes even morc meaningful in the light of a downward trend which 
also exiSTed in the butterfat test of producer receipts. Since the average ICSt of 
fluid products declined more npidly than the test of producer receipts, the per-
cent of butterfat in the surplus pordon tended to increase. 
Bum:rfat tests of fluid products and of producer receipts by markers show 
th:at the norrhern markets tended (0 have a greater proportion of surplus skim 
milk ~nd the southern markets a larger proponion of bunerfac (Table IX). 
When the marketS within the eastern and weStern sections were studied individ· 
u~lly the s:une north·south relationship was revealed. Handlers and coopentive 
personnel in the northern markets compbined of the problems associ~ted with 
handling their greater surplus of skim milk, while those in the south emphasized 
the excess butterfat. 
TABLE VIII- BUTTERFAT TEST OF PRODUCER 
Year Fluid Products Producer RecelP!S Surplus 
percent 
1950 4.07 3.71 3.16 
1951 4.01 3.70 3.13 
1952 3.95 3.68 3.12 
1953 3.91 3. 67 3.30 
",. 3.86 3.67 3. 37 
1955 3.83 3.66 3.33 
1956 3. 80 3. 67 3.45 
1957 3.78 3.66 3 . 51 
We!&hted Averas" 3.90 3.68 3 . 31 
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TABLE IX-BUTTERFAT TEST OF PRODUCER RECEIPTS AND FLUID 
North Mid-Section 
Chicago 
Twin CItie s 
South Mid-Section 
St. Louis 
Evansville 
Eastem Se<:tlon 
Cincinnati 
LouJsvUle 
Dayton -Springfield 
Detroit 
Western Section 
Sioux City 
Sioux Falls 
Kansas City 
Topeka 
All markets 
Producer 
Receipts 
3. 61 
3.65 
3. 83 
3.82 
3.87 
3. 90 
3.88 
3.67 
2. " 
3, 42 
3. 77 
3.69 
3. 68 
per cent 
Fluid 
Products 
3,97 
4 . 12 
3, 71 
3. 77 
3, 68 
3. 72 
3. 89 
3. 90 
3. 71 
3.76 
3,67 
3. 66 
3, 90 
The excess skim milk seemed (0 be more bothersome to handle th:rn the 
excess butterfat since it was more bulky in relarion to its value and because of 
the limited uses which could be made of it. A plant with an excess ofbuttcrf"at 
has a greater variety of alternative oudets. 'O 
The total volume of both butterfat and skim milk for non-fluid uti lization 
increased during the period studied. The amount of both when expressed as a 
percent of producer receipts also increased. However, this was at a very slow rate 
and the trend was nOt statistically significant. The increase in percent of butter· 
fat in excess of fluid use was a little more rapid than for skim. The seasonality 
of nonfluid uriliution of both components dedined, mostly as a result of a more 
even seasonal pattern of producer receipts. 
FACTORS WHICH INFLUEN CE TYPE OF SURPLUS 
AND AMOUNT 
Seasonality 0/ Receipts 
Consumption of fluid milk products varies less from month ro month than 
receipts of milk from producers. Frequently, consumption varies in the opposite 
direction from receipts, thus compounding either the shortage or tbe surplus 
'OV. H. Ni.I.." . Ho .. to U,ili •• F .. Surplu. Mos, Ad .... n<>geously, A""""'~ Mil~ Ri.i<w. Vol. II , Num. 
be, I, Fdrnwy, 1960, P"8" 76. 
" 
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probl~m. Beause milk in excess of fl uid needs OlnnCM be held for usc: at a bIer 
dale, it must ~ converted infO a rdadvd)' non-perishable form soon after pro-
duction. This usually removes ;1 from {he fluid marker. Therefore, co assure (he 
consumer an adequate supply during seasons of low production, it is cUStomary 
to organize {he mnket so enough milk is available during {hat period to mcct 
fluid needs. When this is done there is ex(css milk during other seasons which 
mUSI be disposed of in non· fluid form. T he degree- of variability in milk produc. 
tion from one se:ason 10 another seems to have comidcr:.l.ble inBuencc on the 
amount of excess Gr:ade A milk in :my p:uticular market. 
StaJGnality of p,oduar rmipts rtlaUd 10 pNJporlion of surplus. A signihOint reo 
lationship was found hl:twec:n sC'2sonality of producer receipts and {he propor· 
rion of butterfat disposed of in non· fluid form in the markets studied (Table X). 
TABLE X-RELATIONSI!IP BETWE EN SEASONALITY OF PRODUCER RECEIPTS 
AND OVERALL BUTTERFAT SURPLUS IN 14 NORTH CENTRAL 
S\lrpl\ls as 
Seasonality Pereent~ of 
Market Index· TOlar Receipts 
Twin CIties 1. 35 38. ~ 
Chicago 1. 30 42.2 
ClnelMati 1. 28 41. 2 
St . LoI.lIs 1. 20 3 7. 3 
Siowe City 1. 20 35.4 
Mllwallkee 1.17 17.8 
Madl,on 1. 18 23.6 
Siowe Falls 1. 15 32.2 
[layton- Spr ingfield 1.14 28.5 
Louisville 1.1 3 32 . 0 
Topekll 1.10 26.2 
EvanlvUle 1.08 22. 7 
Detroit 1. 09 26.6 
Kan,.., Cit)! L" 28.9 
' Receipt' in April, May. J une, divided by rec:eiptl In September, OctOber, 
Novembe r. 
In the left hand column of the table, the markets are nrayed in the order of 
seasonality of producer receipts. In the righr hand column is shown the amount 
of surplus butterfat expressed as a percentage of tornl receipts of approved but· 
terfat in that market. With fev.· exceptions, the markets with the most highly 
s¢15omJ receip fs pattern ,1Iso had rhe largest percentage of milk to be processed 
into nonfluid dairy products. About 4) percent of the variation in {he proportion 
of the milk that "''2S surplus was associated with differences in the amount of 
SC1Isonal v:Hiarion in producer receipts. 
About twice lhe proportion of milk was in excess o f necessary reserve and 
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fluid needs in the highly seasonll markets as complred to the less se.lsonal mar-
kets. 
Markets 
Five le8Jl t seasonal 
Five most seasonal 
Fourteen markets 
Surplus in excess of necessary 
reserve, 1950-1957 as percent-
age 0(, 
Fluid Use 
21. 2 
48_9 
37.6 
Producer Receipts 
16 . 2 
30. 8 
25.5 
Producers in markets with the least $Casonll panern of production received 
fluid prices for over 10 percent more of their milk than producers in the most 
5elSOnll markets (Appendix Tlblc I , hem 10). 
Res~rch people working with this phase of milk marketing frequently are 
concerned with the over-lll percentage of producer re<:eip<s which should be al· 
lowed 10 provide for ne<:essary reserves plus seasonal surplus. funlert lind Whit-
ted in theif study of the St. Louis ffiuket" allowed 25 percent. With the in-
formation at hlnd, it is possible to throw some light on this problem liS seen In 
the following tabulation.'~ 
Markets 
Necessary 
Reserve 
seasonal 
Surplus 
Necessary Reserve 
P lus Seasonal 
Surplus 
Peroent of Producer Receipts 
Five least seasonal 
Five most seasonal 
Fourteen markets 
' .6 
6. 3 
6 . 6 
6. ' 
18_ 3 
14.9 
14. 0 
24.6 
21. 7 
The mlgnieude of this allowance is relaed to seasonllity of milk produc-
rion in the mukc:t. Of the mlrkets included in this study, the average allow:mce 
would hlve been lbout 22 per<:em. The five markets with the least seasonllity 
of production would hlve required 14 percent and the fiv~ .... ·ith the greatest 
seasonality about 25 percent. 
Seasonality of producer rtctipts relaud to seasonality of surplus. Most of the sea-
sonality of surplus milk supplies results from monthly variation in milk receipts. 
When the indexes of seasonality of producer receipts lind of surplus were cor· 
related, rhe coefficient was 0.917. About 80 percent of the seasonality of the sur· 
plus was lssociatc:d with the seasonality of prC>ducer receipts. 
Changes O1Itr timt in stasonality of rea:ipts. As a measure of seasonality, the 
production in three fall months was compared with that of three spring months. 
"Borde". R. W .• nd S. F. W hi!f<:<l. An Economic An.lysi. of Fcdc:r:d Re,ul.,ion of <I>e Sr. Loui. Mi!k 
Mllkefing Mo.. Mi...,.,ri Agrieul"",,1 Experimenr Sr>riOfl. R~"'h Bulletin 6&4. ;,,,u'ry. 19)9. 
"Compu .. ,""" oho ... n in T,ble V and Appendi, Tobie I. 
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The tot~l production of butterfat in 14 North Central markers during Apri l, 
Ma )" and June is wmparc:d with thar during September, October, and Novem· 
ber of each year. These ratios as shown below indic:ue rhar seasomliry of milk 
production in the fourteen markers was reduced during rhe years 1950-19~7. 
Even if one assumes that the inclusion of dara for Detroit (a marker wim 
even seasonal production) for rhe first time in 19~2 caused parr of rhe change 
shown in that yea r; a study of the dara for 1952·1957 stili would lead to the 
same conclusion. 
During this entire period, the month of highest production was May. The 
month of lowest production. however, shifted back from November in 1950 and 
19~ 1 to September for the years 19'2·195' and to August for the years 1956 and 
19'7. 
1950 1951 1952 
"" "" 
1955 1956 1957a Avg. 
:Ratio 
High 
W Co. 1. 37 1.35 1.22 1.25 1.29 1.1 7 1.12 1.17 1.23 
a1 957 based upon 11 markets for which data were available for entire year. 
In somo:- milksheds. producers on reduce surplus and increase incomo:- by reo 
ducing seasonality of producrion. If prodUCTion in rhe short season is insufficient 
to meet fluid use, a shift in sc~sonality would put more producer milk in the 
higher Cl;lss I price in the shorr so:-ason and less in the lower Chss II price in 
the Hush season. 
In a market wbich has o:-nough milk during the short season to meet all 
necds for fluid consumption, the only increase in price would be a slightly high. 
er Class II price during the Shortage period. In this event, the processors would 
benefit by a marc: uniform utilization of their facilities. This benefit would be 
reflected to some exrent in the higher Class II price during the months of low 
production. However, in a growing marker ir would provide handkrs with an 
~ssured supply and so they would have less incenl1ve to bring in outside milk. 
It is possible that in some markers, greater so:-asonaliry of production is rhe ~ 
suit of a large overall surplus rather chan vice vo:-rsa as is usually assumed. In 
the situation which exists when there is surplus milk during the months of low 
production, there is not much incenrive to smooth the patlern of seasonal pro· 
ducrion by producing less milk in the flush Se;lson and more in the low season. 
ChangtJ in JtaJonality of JIITpiuJ. Ch~nge in seasonality of the surplus, as 
shown below, was similar though more variablo:- rhan changes in so:-asonaliry of 
receipts. The declino:- in the index eXpreSSL-d as a percentage of its mean was 7.9 
percent per ye;lr. Throughout the period, May was the high month. During the 
early yo:-an; November was rhe low month but in 19~4 and the years following, 
the low month of nonfluid utilization was September. 
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1950 1951 1952 1953 ,OS. 1955 1956 1957a Avg_ 
Ratio 
H~h 
'" Low 2. 48 3 . 03 '.00 1.99 2.30 1.85 1.47 '.M 1. 9S 
a1957 based up<.lnll marketa for whieh data were available lor entire year . 
SeaJl1fIaiity by markm. Kansas City had the least se~son~1 pattern of produc-
tion (Table XI). Twin Citie\: had the grealeSt seasonality. The entire fourrttn 
TABLE XI-SEASONALITY OF PRODUCER RECEIPT S OF BUTTERFAT BY 
Ratio Ratio 
Market High to Low· Market H!gh to Low' 
Twin Cities 1.35 Sioux Falls 
Chicago 1.30 Dayton-Springfield 
Ctnelrutatl 1.28 Louisville 
St. Louis 1.20 Topeka 
Sioux City 1.20 Evansville 
Milwaukee 1.17 Detroit 
Madison 1.16 Kansas City 
Aver:ure 
'Quantity received in April. May . June divIded by the quantity received in 
September, October. November . 
1. 15 
1. 14 
1. 13 
1. 10 
1. 08 
1. 08 
1.06 
1. 22 
markets received 22 percent more butterht in the 3 spring momhs than in the 
thre<: bll months. Seasonality of production was greatest in the North Mid·Sec· 
rion of the region and least in the Western Section. 
St. Louis was The only market which failed TO improve its seasonal pattern 
of receipts during the study period (Table XII ). Five other markets, Milwauke<:, 
Madison, Sioux Falls, Detroit, and Kmsas City made bUT Iitde improvement. 
The fact that Kansas City and Detroit had a low seasonality of receiprs at the 
beginning of the study period no doubt influenced this. Madison and Milmukee 
had only a small amount of surplus so that it did not present a problem serious 
enough to call forth much effort to correct it. The Twin Cities market took the 
gre:uest strides in reducing the seasonal differences in production. 
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TABLE XlI-CKANGES IN SEASONALITY OF PRODUCER RE CEIPTS 
Markets 
St. Louis 
Milwaukee , MadIson, Sioux Falls, 
Detroit, Kansas City 
Sioux City , Lou1avUle 
Evansvllle 
Cincinnati, Dayton- Springfield 
Chicago 
Topeka 
Twin Cities 
Pe~ent Last Half of period 
is of first H8.l!" 
'" 
" 96
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
*Seasonal lndexes were computed for the first half of the study period and for the 
last h.a.lf of the pe r iod In the same manner as in Table Xl. 
Seasonality of Fluid Sales 
There is conside~ble se:lsonaJ variation in consumption of fluid milk pro-
ducts and this contributes 10 the seasonal surplus (Figure 6). An estimate of the 
quanrity of surplus in th~ 14 markets due to vuiation in consumption is shown 
in Appendix Table II. T he total amount for the year, 11,624,000 pounds, W2S 
nearly one· fourth of the IOtal seasonal surplus of 48,}05,000 pounds. Approxi. 
mnely 0 percent of market receipts was seasonal surplus (Table V). Surplus 
due to monthly variation in Huid consumption was 24.1 percent of this qumtity 
or 3.6 percent of market receipts. 
These figures show 76 percent of se:tsonai v:uiadon due to changes in pro-
ducer receipts as comfY,lred to an 80 percent estimate by correl:uion analysis.'" 
Institutional Factors 
The type of pooling arrangement employed by a m:uket to distribure {C-
turns among producers may be associared wirh the amount of surplus milk. Wil-
liams and Kerchner fou nd this." In the 104 midwestern markers which they 
studied, surpluses were larger in markets with market·wide pools thln in those 
with individual handler pooh, or those without any pooling luangement. 
When rhe 14 markers included in this study were arrayed according to sea-
:sonaliry of producer receiprs. the four most seasonal markets either had no se:t-
sonal pricing plan or had had one for only a shorl period of rime. The ten Othet 
"l'Ig< 23 in o«,;on "Seuonaliry of p',,",ucer re«ip'" «4<ed .., seooomIiry of .urp!u~ ~ 
"Sheldon W. Willia"" and O .. al G. Kerchner, Di.posing of Surph,. Fluid Milk in Mid ..... '.,n M",· 
. en. North Cenrr:tl Regional Publication Ill. Univeniry of IIti""" Agri<ultunJ Experiment Station Bu lletin 
66(. Uro..u.. Illinois. Sep~, 1960. 
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Figure 6, Sell80nal variation ill dally fluid cQnsumptlon of butterfat in 14 North 
Central Markets 1950-1951-. 
*Only first 6 months of 1957. 
m:.Hkers had had either a fall premium plan or :I. base·surplus pl:l.n before this 
study m.s initiated. Some had tried both plans. Sioux Falls h:l.d removed its fall 
premium plan from the order provisions in 19'4, but the coopc:r:ative maintained 
a base·surplus pricing plan. 
The coopcrarh'e associadons in four of the markers had restrictions on ac· 
ceptance of new members. These varied from one where the board met annual ly 
to determine the nUjIlber of producers needed, to some where new members 
were accepted to replace those who had quit the dairy business. These markets 
did not have an appreciably lower percentage of surplus milk than the average 
of others in the survey. Their 5e2.sonaliry of receiptS was lower. It was not known 
whether this was due to the tighter coopenltive control or to other factors , 
The idea of placing some kind of a qUOta provision in a Federal Order to 
help comral the surplus problem has been considered. The Kansas City License 
conr:ained such a provision in the early 1930's." 
UTILIZATION OF THE SURPLUS 
In this section, diff"crem categoties of surplus utilization are considered. The 
early pan: of the di$CUssion is based on U. S. Department of Agriculture data on 
production and utilization of milk in the North Central Region. l ater, parts arc 
developed from d:l.ra provided by this study. 
Annual Variability of Utilization of !lliIk 
Fluid utilization. To compare the variation of different types of utiliution 
from year to ye:.l.r in the North Centra! region, it was necessary to compute a 
"Edmond S. H1<ru. Early Devdopmon. of Milk Mark"'in, Pbn. in ",. Kan<u City. Mill""ri. A~ 
Dnim:! Soar .. o.p>nmtm of Agriculru .... Marke'ins R=. Rcpo:t No. 14. W.!hington. D. c.. M.y. l~l. 
pp. 71.a>. 
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~gional series of dar, on salc:s for fluid consumption (Appendilt Table III). 
This does not give a precise measure of fluid milk CPlIJl/mHi in the North Ccntnl 
Region. h d(Xs give a sUiSf1lCCOTY indiCltion of the quantity of milk produced 
in the region which is udlizcd in fluid products whether in the region or OUt of 
it. Considerable milk for fluid consumpron moves out of the region and sffi:di 
quantities probably move into it. The quantity of manufacturing milk which 
moves into or OUt of the region is not sufficient to affect {he estimate appreci-
ably. This series sho ... 's a &ir1y steady upward trend in sales of milk for fluid usc 
of about [he pme r,ue as indiCllted in similar dau for the United Sures. 
In the U. S., the annual increase in fluid consumption was cJosc:ly related 
to 1nnul1 incre:tses in population. The avenge increased amount consumed in 
Huid form each year during the period 19~0-19'8 was 1,472 million pounds or 
3.14 percent of the mean. T he amount of increase e:ilch year was quite uniform. 
The coefficient of correluion betw~en the observed values and the computed 
trend W:lS 0.99. Auid consumption has first call on the nation's milk supply and 
any differences between this amount and production v.·ere taken up by ehanges 
in other uses. 
Trends shown in the following graphs are shown in percentages of the 
mean in order co facilitate comparisons. However, the rC2der should keep in 
mind that these graphs do show changes in percentages rather than in aClual 
pounds. For example, in Figures 8 and 9, Ihe line slopes much more rapidly for 
couage cheese and icc cream than for the .ocher manufacNred products such as 
buuer and cheese. The actual quantity of milk involved, of course, was much 
smaller for the conage cheese and ice cream. T he same caurion holds true for 
Figures 11 and 12. 
Data for the North Centnl Region in Figure 7 show an increasc in Huid 
uS( of 2.9 percent of the mean per yC2r whieh WlIS near that for the United 
States. The average yearly increase between 19'0 and 19'8 was '02 million 
pounds. This quantity was JUSt a link over one·third of the annual U. S. in· 
crease. This means that about one·third of the yearly increase in Huid milk can· 
sumpdon in the nation was furnished by dairy producers in the North Central 
Region. 
When yearly varinion in Huid use for rhe North Central Region is com· 
pared with that of the United States, an interesting relationship apptllrs. In both 
19'3 and 19'6, smrp drops occurred in North Centnl milk sold in commercial 
channels for Huid consumption. This situation was not m2tched in the United 
St"Ates as a whole. During both of these years, sharp increases in total milk pro-
duction took place. It appeared likely that demand in markcts outside the region 
for supplementary supplies was less in )"C2rs of h,creased production. The pri· 
mary result of Ihis situation WlIS that producers in the North Centnl Region 
were carrying a part of the surp!us for other regions. 
DaD for the 14 markets shov.oecl a simibr tendency. They did not show any 
declines in 1953 2nd 1956 (Appendix T 2ble IV). There was an indication ofa 
little greater variation from year to year. T he coefficient of correlation was 0.92 
" 
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Figure 7. Trend In amount of North Central milk In commercial 
channels Cor fluid conswnption and yearly variation 
about the trend. 
29 
(or these markets .:I.S comp.:l.red to 0.9' for the North Central Region and 0.99 
for the United States. The trend in consumption also was quite similar. Fluid 
utilization in (he study mHkets increased an average of 3_04 percent of the mean 
each year. This compared to 3.14 percent for the United States and 2.9 percent 
for the North Central Region. 
Cottagt (hnit and iet CTtam. The uti liution of milk in cottage ch~se and ice 
cream within rhe North Cemul Region increased quite uniformly from year to 
year similarly to that for fluid milk (Figure 8) . These products also are perish· 
able and appear to be higher on the scale of demand than mOst other manu· 
factured dairy products. 
The ute of growth in the amount of milk allotted [0 these products ex· 
ceeded the rate for fluid milk in the North Central Region; 3.3 percent of the 
mean annually from 19'0 to 19'8. The increase in the amount of milk used in 
these produc~ averaged 117 million pounds per year over this period. The coef· 
ficient of correlation was 0.94. 
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Figure 8. Trend in amount of mllk used in Ice cream and cottage 
cheese production in the North Central Region and yearly 
variation about the trend. 
Orher manufactured produr!J. Most of the variation between the quantity of 
milk used for fluid consumptiof! and rhe amount actually produced in any rime 
period was made up in the production of buner, cheese and similar manu-
flctured produCts. In 1951 and 1952 per C:1.pics milk production w~s low. Even 
so, consumption in fluid form, and in cartage cheese and ice cream remained 
ncar normaL Production of the other manufactured products was low in those 
years (Figure 9). In 19~3. milk production increased drastically, and so did utili· 
zarion in these other manufactured products. Over the period, utilization of milk 
in these other manufactured products increased. Expressed as a ~rcent of the 
mean, utilization of milk in these products increased 1.4 percent per year in the 
North Cemral Region between 1950 and 1958. In physical terms the increase 
was 509 million pounds per year. The variability was quite high. 
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Figure 9. Trend in amount of milk used in manufaclured dairy 
products other than cottage cheese and Ice cream In 
the North Central Region and yearly variation about 
the trend. 
,1 
Utilization of Surplus Grade A Butterfat in the 14 North Central MarkeJs 
The following section de2ls with the 14 North Centr;ll markers and is based 
upon utilization of Grade h milk, 19~0 through midye2r 1957.\6 Figure 10 shows 
the use made of all bunerfat receipts. Most noticeable is the increase in ror;ll 
quantity ofbunerfat used in rhese markers. However, the Changes in reladve 
amounts used in the various categories were not great enough ro be readily ap-
parent from this graph. 
Parr of the large increase in 1952 was due ro the inclusion of data for the 
Detroit market first in that year. Milwaukee data were firST available for Febru· 
ary, 19~1, and Sioux F:.!.lIs data were first used for September, 1952. These data 
show that utilization of butrerf:.!.! in each category increased during the study 
pcriod. 
" Enou.h of ,h< m:uk" Ii.o,n i.hed dua [0' ' he <n,i« rn< of 19'1 00 . Im in <om" in" ''''''' ie .... po<-
. ibl. '0 bo.., ,he Qis.:ussion upon ,h. compl.1< yeu . 
" 
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19GO 1 9~1 lU2 1953 18~' U~~ a~ 1951 
F!('u .... 10. UtUlullon of Bunerfat In f<>u.rteen North C..l ra! M~r,"" l.I. 
I!:ocl ... "", of Mll_""" d.aU. for first th". thlt mODth p .... ve~t.d tho 
toU.I from d"" ...... 1ni tlI18 Februal"jl. 
" SIo.ix FaU. data tint eva1lable Ihill rno~lh. 
' Detrol\ da ... flrlt avalllble t l>1t mOlltll. 
,I,IBcctom dulled l ine 'e cottap cheese o.nd ~ c .... m u meuunod from 
..... 
During tho: period 19'0-19'7, about 20 percent of the butcerf~[ (xcess to 
botding needs .. ."s used to produce cottage cheese and ice cream ;lod lbout 80 
percent W2S m1de into butter, cheese and other products (Appendix TABU V). 
There was a sladstiolly signifiC:lnt decline in the proportion of the surplus 
butterfu used in comge cheese :I.nd ice cream during the period 19'().l9~7 
(figure 11). Even though the proportion of the coal used for comge cheese and 
ice cream declined, the gre:ucr quanti ty rcceived caused the actual amount used. 
in this manner to increase somcwhal. 
A corollary ro the dttlinc in thc proportion of the swplus bunerf:ar used. in 
COttage: cheese: and ice ctellm was the incrc::lse: in the proporrion used in butter, 
chc:t-se, (';(c. (Figure: 12 and Appendix Table: V). The: "olume of butte:rfat manu· 
Er.ctured into these: products also incrc::l:sc:d, nearly doubling from 1~2, when De· 
rroit data wcre firsl 1Vllilablc, fO 1957. 
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Figure 11. TreDd In Proportion or Surplu.s Butterfat Used in 
COt~ Cheese , Icc Cream, etc . In the Study 
Mancis. 
Seasonality of Surplus Utilization of Skim M ille and BUUtl'fa t 
in the Various Categories 
II 
Seasonal changes in the surplus utilization of the twO componcnrs of milk 
result ffOm variation in milk production, :,md in consumption of fluid produces 
from month ro month during the yelr. In addition, [here may be v:uiations in 
the butterfat tCSt of milk receipts :lOci in the mix of fluid products sold in the 
different seuons. 
T he use of bUHcrfal in COtt:.lgc cheese and ice cream varies more than the 
uSC: in butter and cheese (Figure 13 :lod Appendix Table VI). This likely is due 
to the incre:.l.~d consumption of ice cre1lm, :.I. high f:.l. t produCt, in the summer 
months. Ice cream is perish~ble 2nd is produced when it is needed for consump-
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Figure 12. Trend In PropOrtion of Surplus Butterfat used 
In Butter, Cheese, etc . In 14 Study Markets . 
tion with link or no srorage from one Sbson to another. Butter, cheese, and 
other simi!:u products provided a residual use for surplus. Consequently the so.-
sonality of utilintion in these products was determined by the amount and rest 
of milk remaining after needs for fluid products, cottage cheese, and ice cr= 
had been satisfied. 
Data on uriliution of skim milk showed the same general seasonal paHern 
:is for butterfat (Figure 14 and Appendix Table VII). The change in the con· 
sumption of cOHage cheese and ice cream at different times of the year also 
showed here. 
However, the amount of skim milk used in corage cheese and icc: Cre:l.m did 
not increase: in spring and euly summer to :l.S great ~ degree: as butterf~t. 
The ~mount of season:l.! v:l.riation in the qu~ntity of skim milk cont~ined in 
~ll surplus milk W:l.S slighrly grealer th:l.n rhe :l.mounr of se:l.sonal variation in 
the quantity of burterfit in surplus milk (Appendix Table VIII). 
Appendix Table IX shows the dissimilarities which existed in the seasonal 
pattern of udliution of butterfat md skim milk in the V:l.rious a.tegories of use. 
The relation:>hip berwec:n skim milk :l.nd butterfat showed the greatest variation 
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Figure 13. - Seasonality of utilization of butterfat by category of product In 
U Nortb Central Markets, 1950-1957. 
for corngt cheese and ice <rell.m. The low point in June, likdy was due to the 
increase in production of ice ctell.m, 
The surplus residual for manufacture into burter, cheese, and related pro-
ducrs WlIS composed of the greatest proportion of skim milk in June. This ap-
parently W:l.S the result of two coincident fufOrS. At this time of )'ear the butter-
fat (est of market receipts was low. This also was rht month when the largest 
proporrion of burrecfat was used in cot::lge cheese and ice cream. 
SURPLUS HANDLING SYSTEMS 
Each of the markers had developed a system of surplus milk handling uni· 
que to irself. E2Ch was a product of the situation which existed in the marh! 
and of the personalities and institutions involved in its development. 
Two principal criteria were considered by Williams ind Kerchner in their 
development of ategories of surplus milk handling arrangements. " These were: 
(I) the place of processing the surplus milk and (2) the point of diversion if 
the surplus was diverted from the channels rhrough which milk used in bottled 
products was marketed. If the milk was divtned in rhe country (category I, 
" WiJ!i1Jru ond Ke<chnn, ",. d,_ 
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12 North Cenlrai Markets, 1900·1951. 
Figure: l~). il waS diverted directly to a manuf:l.cturing plane, or rc:cc:ived al a 
country plant and trll.Osporlcd in bulk to a manuflCturing plam. Milk trucked 
into the: city might or might nOt have: been received by fluid handlers. The: manu-
facturing plants [0 which it was diverted also might h:lVC been located in rhe 
city or OUt-Or-lOwn. Surplus milk manufactured in the plantS of fluid milk han-
dlers wc:nt through the same chlonds U milk for bottling purposes. 
The flow lines on the chm (Figure l~) deal onlr wich surplus milk and do 
nO( show the lundling arra.ngetncnts for th:u portion used for botding purpo5e$. 
In some inst:ances, however, the cha.nnds through which the milk (or bouling 
Aowed inA.uenced the method used in handling the surplus. 
Usua.Jly nm :all of the surplus milk for :a p:articul:ar market was h:andled in 
the same w:ay. The p:uticul:ar channd chosen for a specific lot of milk depended 
on the situation existing in the market at that time. 
Yta,... Rou'ld or Chronic Surplus 
Some m:arkets regul:arly had mo~ Gr:ade A milk {han they needed for bot-
tling purposes and o ptr:adng reserves. Some of these m:.ukets 'II:ere able during 
cerC".Iin periods to ease the situation somewh.u by fu rnishing milk for bottling 
purposes (0 other markets that '\Io·ere in shorr supply. Chic:ago and Twin Cities 
regul:arly furnished milk to other mukecs during the period covered by 
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Flgun 15. Schematic ",pre.entatlon of su:rpiWl milk handling arrangemenU. · 
·Adapted from WIlHams and Kerchner. 
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rhis S[udy. To utilize 10 the: Ulmost such an oudet for additional fluid sales, a 
market should blvc: a sasonai p'.lttern of production opposir(' the 1V('t:l.gc:, [hat 
is, production should be high .... hen that for other markcts is low. 
Of the year-round excess which (Quid nOt be sold to other markets for bot-
tling purposes, a large proportion WlS manufactured in faci li ties outside of han-
dlers' plants. These f:tcilitics usually were furnished by producers' coopeI1Hives, 
although priwte handlers in some markets had access to such udlities either by 
ownership or by de-rc:bdons. The various methods for dealing with yeu-round 
surplus employed in the markets included in this study. :lnd the agencies bar-
ing the major responsibility arc: shown in Table XlII. 
The evidence secured in (his study indinces somt producers' organiz:ldons 
may find it worthwhile to investigare rhe possibility of contncring disposal of 
rhe surplus for which they are responsible ro rhe plant of an opencing coopera-
tive association, or co a specialiud manufaCTuring firm. W here this is not feasi-
ble, PUt ownership of rhe manufacturing faciliTies may be: satisfactory. Th~ 
procedures may be JUSt as satisfactory as full ownership of manufacturing facili· 
tics , and could a\·oid tying up large amounts of npinl in plams nOt used to 
profinblc opaciTY. A satis&Ctory handling arr:mgemenT, in some in5nn«:s, could 
consist of some holding tanks and a large nnk truck used to move the surplus 
co the mOSt adV1lntagcous outleT currenrly available. 
Seasonal Surplus 
There were various methods employed to manage the seasonal surplus 
(Tlble XIV). Coopemives played l major pan in more than half che markets 
and participaced in several ochers. Handlers assumed major responsibility for 
se·:uonal surpluses in several markets. Kanus City, Louisville, Milwaukee and 
Sioux Ciry "I/o·ere examples. In Chicago, handlers and cooperadves about equally 
shared the responsibility. 
W here facilicies wece provided co manufacture only Gn de A surplus, $C:I-
sonal varia cion in rhe volume of surplus caused opec-,ltions, through much of the 
year, CO be belot!., opacity. In some markets these facilities, usually provided by 
coopentives, wcre designated u "srandby" plams, :and sometimes were not usn:! 
for manu&cmring during the fall and wintet months. 
Distress pricing is l distasteful solution which ocnsionally has been em· 
ployed. There arc instances where :l producers' association would be: better of!" co 
sell ilS surplus at a distressed price than co acquire manufacturing facilities of its 
own. If the surplus is relatively small and if the dis tressed prices must be: taken 
over a relatively shon period of time during the year, then losses may be: less 
tmn if large per·unit com arc incurred by operating a plant al considerably less 
t}un C"apacity over much of the yC2r. 
Day-to-Day SlirpluJ 
In 12 of the marketS, cooperative associ:nions had assumed a good pan of 
the responsibility for cby-to-day surplus. In seven markets, thq< had sole respons-
ibility for it. In only twO markets had handlers reained. full responsibility for 
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TABLE X1IJ-METHODS EMPLOYE D IN VAruoUS MARKETS FOR DEALINC 
WITH YEAR-ROUND SURPLUS. 1957 
!lhrket 
Chlcaco 
Clnc1nn.l.t1 
Dayton_Springfield 
Dfltrolt 
Evansvllle 
Kant ... City 
Lou15vllle 
Madlaoll 
MUwaukee 
St . Louia 
Sioux City 
Sioux Falla 
Twill CIties 
No 
Prob-
<om 
x 
x 
x 
, 
Handled By: 
Deal- Cooper-
era allves 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
, , 
Melhod 
A large cooperative had racUltlea 1.0 
handle aurplua . Moat or the dealera 
who did not depend on the cooperative 
had tie 1n with manufaeturlnJ planta. 
Cooperative ownl!d su!Uclent manu-
ht: turlng racUltles. 
Cooperative owned manuJ'..::turlng 
bcUltl.a. 
Cooperative had contract with pro.-
prietary handlers to manufaeture 
lurplUJI . 
Trend wu toward more cooperative 
control or eurplu$. Cooperative In-
,talled holding tanka 1.0 ~t volume 
which could be aold and tnntported 
economically. 
Cooperative owned manufacturtna: 
[acUitlel. 
Dealen dlaposed of ao.>.rplUl t htOllih 
manufacturing plants which had ,de-
quate ea.paclty. 
Cooperatlv. owned manwacturln( 
facUities . 
Cooperative owned manuJ'acNrlng 
racUities . Several proprietary manu-
[acutrlng plants In area. manufactured 
aur plUl (or dealers . 
Cooperative owned manwacturina: 
[:leUlties. 
I..rotala to more than 14 becaun responalbU!ty wu ,hated In SOme mU'keta . 
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TABLE XJV-j\,iETHOOS EMPLOYED IN VARIOUS MARKE:TS FOR DEALING 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Dayton-Springfield 
Detroit 
Evansv!lle 
Kansas City 
Louisville 
Madlaon 
Milwaukee 
St , Louis 
Sioux City 
WITH SEASONAL SURPLUS, 1951 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
Cooperative had sutfloient facilities to handle 
surplus for which it was responsible except 
for two weeks or so in f1\.lsh period when It 
occasionally sold a few loads at dl~ tress 
pl'lce s . Dealer's tie-in plants had plenty of 
capacity but were plagued wtth excess ca-
pacity d\.lring m\.lch of the year . 
IIi0st of the large lots were dIverted by the 
bargaining oooperaUve to proprietary manu_ 
facturing plants. The operating cooperative 
manufacture s Its own SU'll\ US . 
Most was manufactured In cooperative plant. 
Main problem was seasonal labor. 
Cooperative owned sufficient facUities to han_ 
dle surplus . This meant that it had tremen-
dous investment in facilities for the amount 
.of milk processed . Union Jabol' was gual"an-
teed a 41) hour week for permanent help. 
Only 8 wHks per year allowed for temporo.l"}' 
help. 
Cooperative had contract with proprietary 
manufacturing plant to process surplus . 
There we.-e plenty of manufacturing plants 
in the area to care for dealers' ~urplus . 
Ocoa.slonally they would fill to reCOver han-
dling and transportation oosts , Cooperath-e 
diverted most of its surplus to manwact\.lrlng 
plants oMled by operating coops. 
Sold to proprietary manufact\.lrlng plants . 
Most of s\.lrplus was manufactured In coop-
erative oWlled plant . o<:caslonally some had 
to be sold to propr ietary manufacturtng 
plants In the area. In this case It sometimes 
took a little shopping to avoid loss but this 
usually was done . 
Dealers dispose of surplus through t ie-In 
manufacturing plants . 
Mostly manufactured In cooperattve owned 
plant s . 
Sioux Falla 
x 
Twt!I CIUu 
, 
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TABLE XIV (Continued! 
x 
x 
x 
Processed. In eooperatlve owned plant. Also 
manufactured aklm ~elved from creameries 
year-round to utIJlze facUlties more com-
pletely. 
Cooperatlvu owned sufficient facIlIUe • • 
There ,",'ere also propr1etaty planta In the 
area for any aurplus dealers must dispose of. 
Dealers cowd not recover full Inveltment 
On a few loads of milk In peak season. 
Cooperative owned adequate facllltiu to 
handle peak load . Plants openlte !neW· 
dentiy durlng part of year. 
• Total, 10 more than 14 since reaponslbllity was ,hared 1n lome marketl . 
the day-to-day sutplus (Table XV). 
Swrage for use in lIuid form at a l:ater time usually has not been considerro 
as a means for disposal of surplus Grade A milk, In rccene years , however, a 
day-to-day or weekend type of surplus has developed in nearly all markers. Stor-
age eapaciI)' is part of the answer [0 this problem. 
Some lundlcrs have utempred to cope with it by insralling holding tanks 
in their planes. PossC"Ssion o( these facilities makes it possible ro hold Sunday'S 
milk for bottling on Monday. Part of Monday's milk is held over for proccuing 
on Tuesday and so fonh 'till la te in t he week. The principal objection to this 
solution is the heavy investmenr in plant space and holding tanks. 
Many cooperative associations are employing the same method of dealing 
with the problem. In the e2$e of a cooperative association, particubrly if it is 
supplementing regular supplics o ( handlers, as is done in the St. Louis market, 
the problem may be even more oneroU5. It may sell but little milk during the 
fint pan of the week and it may be Wednesday before sales o( any consequente 
ue made. Occasionally, late in the week, the cooperative association may be 
scouring adi~ccnt markets and statcs in search of supplcment1lry supplies. 
In the absence of holding facilieies, about the only oudet (or extra milk 
during the fore part of the week is to sell it to manufacturing planes. This meth-
od of disposal increases the amount of surplus which it is necessary for (he m:ar-
ket to c:arry as reserve, and it reduces the percentage of fluid utilization. If no 
mi lk is carried over, even in the se:uon of shott production one-seventh or more 
of the market receiptS will be used for manuf.l.cturing purposes. If sufficient local 
supplies arc developed to meet market needs during the last of the week, there 
is a heavy surplus during the other days. If there arc insufficient local supplies 
" 
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for 12.$( of the week botding, $upplememuy supplies must be brought in. Often 
rhis is expensive from rhe h1ndJcr's viewpoim; and it also represents lost Auid 
sales for local producers. This problem was di5CUssed further under the: heading 
HShon_{ime Surpluses" in a previous study of surplus handling.'" When all COSts 
arc: considered, in some markers it may actually be as economical (0 divert the 
early week sutpiuses to manufacturing plants u to provide holding f:Kilities. The 
!eJ1oVC am-aCt;\'eness of rhe: two urcrNtivc:s wouid depend ro a considenble ex-
tc:nt upon the: aV'oliiabiiiry of nearb)' manufacturing facilities and upon the rela-
tionship benn:c:n the price: which could be obtained fOf (his milk and rhe: COSt 
of supplementary supplies. A marker such 15 Chicago with considerable: surplus 
and sufficient manufacturing facilities, probably would nOI consider holding 
early ~I!eek surplu$a for botding later. 
Some markets wi th cenrralized control of mi lk supplies have developed 
unique methods of dealing with this problem. In Louisville, which was sfrlttegi. 
cally loated, early week surplus on occasion was shipped to southern market$ 
and later in the "'ttk supplement:uy supplies were plJfChased from notrhem mar· 
kets. This procedure necessi tates extra handling, but reduces the distance of 
shipment for some markets, and so allows handlers 10 bottle fresher milk. For 
"W"~liamo and K=hn<r • .,. til. 
TABLE XV~METHODS EMPLOYE D IN VARIOUS MARKETS FOR DEALING 
WIT H WEEKEND AND DAY TO DAY SURPLUS, 1957 
Market 
Chieago 
Clncinnatl 
Da.yton~Sprlngfleld 
Det roit 
Handled By: 
Deal~ Cooper-
ers atlvn 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
Method 
1. COOperative manwactured mU k on week~ 
eruSe the yur-round. 
2. Some handlera 
a. held over 
b . lold to a manufa.cturlni plant 
e . did not bll,)' any weekend mUk 
d . diverted directly to Own manwa.c~ 
turlDg plant 
Cooperative had holding tank. and manu!a.c~ 
tured the excen . Most handlers did not talce 
mUk on Saturd/IY or Sunday. Some even went 
to a (..day b<>ttllnc _ek. (Monday, Tuesday, 
Thursday, Friday). 
Cooper ative had hold1!tg fa.cUitiu but mOlt 
.... ent Into manufacturing produett. A tele-
phone call by handler diverted IUJ1lIua to 
coopenth.., . 
MOlt manufactured by cooperative. Union 
had lJUUanteed 40 hour week. When 80me 
men uaed only 3 dl\Y' pe r wuk, added to 
coat. 
Market 
Evansville 
Kans" City 
LOwsvllle 
Madison 
Milwaukee 
St . Louis 
Slo\lX City 
Slou.>; fills 
Twin ClUes 
Total , 
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TABLE XV (Continued) 
Handled By; 
Deal~ Cooper-
.<0 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
, 
atlvu 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Method 
Cooperative Sllmt surplus to manufacNl'lng 
plant al lO~ premium over manufac tudn( 
milk plus tr;mt;portatlon and handling COlt. 
Several handlers !wi holding facilitiea. At 
leut one had a full IUPply contract . Another 
diverted dl«ct to country planl at manu~ 
facturLnr price . Milk uncler cooperative COn~ 
lrol wu not brought to town unleas nee<!ed. 
Exceas dh~cted to manwacturlnr plants, 
which somet imes complalne<! about extra 
weekend milk during OlUlh leuon. 
Quality probleml aM holding facilities 
Umlted the e!Clent to which the cooperattve 
could hold over. It IIOld some to other 
markets on nutb day_ and bought lOme On 
short days . 
Cooperative manufactu~d weekend surplus. 
Had problem of underemploye<!lnbor during 
rest of ,,'eek. 
Held for bottl lnr ne"t day . 
Some dalrl .. held weekend milk for boullng 
nert day. Two cooperatives manufactured 
weekend mil k. Ar>Other cooperative held 
weekend milk for botUlng laler. [ "cus 
above anllclpated sales was manufactured . 
Handle rs starrered bottltng days 10 that all 
did IIOt ha,'e lime non~bort1lng days. Milk 
from closed plants diverted to tho" bottling 
on any partlclllar day . 
Except In n~b .euon, holding facilities we~ 
adequate. In nUlb season, some was manu~ 
faclu~d On Sunday. Handle rs helped pay 
extra coa t or handling weekend surplus. 
Several handlere had holding tank • • Other 
diverted to , proprietary manul,ctllrl"i 
plant . The cooperattve had manufaeturlnr 
fa clllti ... 
Cooperative !wi manulllCturlng facilitiel. 
Handle<! all IUrpiUS . Sometimes plant \,lIed 
only part of ",~ek . 
Lrows to more than 14 hecau8e responsibility was I hared In some mBrkeU . 
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this type of rnnSlction ro work, someone must have control of a considenble 
quantity of mil k in the intermediate matker. 
In Sioux City, the day·of.the.week problem h:l.d been worked our by the 
h~ndlers staggering non.bottling days so that some handler bottled each day of 
the week. The supplies from the closed plantS were diveHed to orher plann. 
All Surplus 
Nine markers furnished data on the quantities of surplus Grade A butterfat 
and skim milk disposed of under each of ""rious arrangemenrs and manufactured 
into each of the two major classes of products made from surplus milk. Similar 
butterfat dan for Chicago were not aggregaTed with those for the orher markers. 
Chicago was so large rdadve to rhe others that da ta for rha t market would un· 
duly have influenced the averages, 
In rhe nine markets other than Chicago, receiving handlers processed more 
than two·thirds of the surplus which was made inro conage cheese and ice 
cream (Table X VI) . O n Ihe other hand, the bargaining cooperative divertc:l 
TABLE XVI-METHODS OF HANDLlNG GRADE .,;",lP 'CU!;, 9 NORTH CENTRAL 
Co,.,,_ Cheese, and Butter, Cheese, and 
~~~ 
Processed by Re<:eIYing 
Handlere 70.0 66.5 22.3 12.6 
lnterhandler Transfer 0. ' 0.8 O •• L O 
Pool P lant to Non-Pool 
Plul 11 . 0 '.8 18 . S 26.9 
Diverted by Bargaining 
Aaaocl&tion 18 . 8 22.9 56 . 8 57.8 
Diverted by Operating 
Cooperative 0 0 L> 1.' 
ToW 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
&Detrolt, St. Lou1s, Madl.lon, 'MUwaukee, Slow< Fall" Slow< City, Lou1f;vUle, 
Kanau City, EvansvUle. 
most ofthar which was made into buner, cheese, etc. The handlers, however, 
retained responsibility for a sizeable portion, in rOC-AI, about 40 percent. 
The si tuation was qui te simiJ:u in Chicago except that in this mukc:t the 
handlers had ret1lined responsibility for a luger portion (T able XVII). Of the 
surplus which was made inro cortage cheese and ice (Jearn over 90 percent W2S 
processed in rhe plantS of h:.mdlers. O f rhar made into butter, cheese, etc., 1p-
proximately one· half was disposed o f by handlers and half by producer coopen· 
lives. 
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TABLE XVO_METHODS OF HANDLING GRADE A SURPLUS BUTTERFAT 
Method 
PrOCessed by Handle r s 
Pool Pla.nt to Non-Pool Plant 
Cooperative Standby Plants 
Dtverted by Operat ing Cooperatives 
Processed in Plants Operated by 
Cooperatives 
ToW 
Cotta(ll Cheese 
and lee Crf!am 
93.8 
,., 
0 
0 
,., 
100.0 
Percent 
Butter, Cheese, 
Il.IId Similar 
Produot§ 
,., 
43.8 
10.6 
,. , 
38. 3 
100.0 
It should Ix emphasized that the data presented in this study deal wilh the 
processing of Grade A milk into the various manufacrured produCts and do not 
dC".Il with the total produetion of rhese items. W hen it is pointed out that moSt 
of the Grade A milk made into COttage cheese and ite cream was processed in 
rhe plants of reeeiving handlers, this does not mean thar most cottage cheese 
and ice cream was manu&cured in these plants. large qU:<ntities of these items 
were made in non.pool plams from manufacruring grade milk. 
The foregoing material, showing the relative importance of differem han· 
dling arrangements for surplus milk llsed in each of the twO major product 
otegories, was based on totals for the 12·month fX:riodJuly, 19%-Junc, 1957. 
To examine seasonal changes in 2TTllngements, momhly data for the same period 
were summarized for eight markets for which companble dara were available. I. 
Of the surplus bumrfat and skim milk used in cotrage cheese and ice 0=, 
the proportion processed by teceiving handlers did nOt change much from month 
to month. The quamities of these components used by handlers in these pro-
duets increased somewhat during the spring and summer months as did pro-
ducer receipts. Nevertheless, during mOST months of the year handlers proce55ed 
about n percent of the butterfat and 80 fX:rcent of the skim milk used in rhese 
items. Most of the remainder was sold to non.pool plants. T hese ptoportions 
also were relatively uniform from month to month. 
In contr:lst, consider:lble seasonality was evident io the handling arrange· 
ments for surplus milk used in bUHer, (heese, and similar products. With both 
bunerfat and skim milk going into these products, the proportions marketed by 
handlers (processed by handlers or sold by them ro other handlers or to non· 
pool plants) declined in the late spring :<nd summer months. On the other hand. 
" Karw. Ci,y. s,. Loui •• M.dison. Mil", . um. Sioux hils, Sioux City. Loui.ville •• tld Eo,,,,.;ll •. De-
"oi, was omitted Ifom ,hi, 1l1l1ly,i, bee ...... m.jo< ,u1ph,. JTUlk oufl<f in , .. , ,ruule., ..... f'U", .. .cd by ,he 
twg.ining uooci"",n from • 1'«'''';''''1 .. odie' during ,he period .nd ,hi> ,,,n,,,,,,,,n d;oroncd ,h. l1<2000.1 
P"tcm. 
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tbe proportions divened by cooperativcs increned in the lart' spring and sum-
mer rnonrhs. An cxamilUdon of the d1m for individual markets showed that in 
a number of them the cooperatives appuendy [Ook care of a considerable part 
of the surplus which would have been unduly burdensome to handlers. In some 
other markets the handlers themselves dealt with this increased spring and sum-
mer surplus. 
For these eighl markets, of the total of all surplus bUHeme and skim milk 
disposed of by each of the seven! handling arnngemcnts, [he proportions vukd 
$C2isonal ly in much the same manner as the propoflions used in buner, cheese, 
:and such products, though not quite lS widely. The perccmages which handlers 
either mlnu£tctured in their own pb.nrs or sold to other pllms were lower in 
the late spring and summer than in the fall and winter. On the other hand, at 
the peak of their surplus handling act ivi ty in May and June, cooperatives divert· 
ed neuly twice as large a proportion as they did at their low point in these activ-
ilies in October. In terms of quantities, these seasonal changes in surplus milk 
handled reSected the manufacture of fairly uniform amounts of both butterfat 
and skim milk from month to month by handlen themselves. Non.pool plants 
manufactured about half again as much butterfilt, and twice as much skim milk, 
in the po.k month as in the low monrh. Coopel'1tives diverted three times as 
much butterfat, and more than three times as much skim milk, in the peak 
month as in the low month. 
Coopet:ltive: standby plants processed. most of the surplus in the: Twin Cities 
market (Table XVIII). These planes handled a larger share of the surplus during 
the spring months. This was particularly true of the skim milk, as was c:videnc«l 
by the lo ... ·er butterfat testS of the milk going to these plants during this period 
of the yar. During June:, July, August, September, and October, the test of SUI-
plus processed by regular botding plants was considerably higher than in other 
months. This likely "'"'u due to the grater proportion of ice cream manufactufCd 
at that time of year. 
In the eight markers, however, there was litde indication that the (oopen-
tives diverte:d a disproportionately large parr of the skim milk (Table XIX). 
The butterfat content of surplus milk used in cotrage: cheese: and icc crttm show-
ed little season:ll variation, though it appeared to increase slightly in the late 
spring and e:uly summer. In that season, there seemed to be: a compensating de-
cline in the butterfat content of that pordon of the surplus milk manufactured 
by handlers or sold to non-pool plants thar was used in butler and cheese. A 
somewhat similar but less pronounced st:l.sonal pattern WllS evident in the butter-
fat content of surplus milk dive:rted by cooperatives and made into products of 
this nature. In considering the: quantity and seasonal chancter of the: butterf:tt 
content of these disposals, it should be: nmed thu three of the fou r comparative-
ly ],.rge marketS in Ihe group were in the southern pare of the region. Surpluses 
of bunerht are larger rdative to surpluses of skim milk in this are2 than in the: 
nOcthern p:m of rhe region. 
Month 
J = . 
Feb. 
Mar . 
Apr. 
M"Y 
June 
Jwy 
Aug. 
"'pt. 
Oot . 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Total 
TABLE XVW~TYPE OF PLANT IN WllleH SURPLUS WAS MANU~'ACTURED BY MONTH OF THE YEAR, 
TWIN CITIES MARKET, 1954-1957a 
Hegular Milk Bottling Cooperative Standby NOli-Pool Manufac turing 
Handle r s Plants Plants 
Butterfa t + Butterfat Butterfat + Butterfat Butterfat + Butlerfat 
Skimmilk Test Sklmmilk Test Skimmilk Test 
Million U.s Percent Million llis Percent Million Lbs Percent 
14.2 4. 77 103.1 3. 25 31. 8 2. 42 
14 . 2 4. 68 122. 0 3. 19 39. 2 ~. SO 
14.1 4. 84 150. 8 3. 23 4 0. 5 2. 65 
13. 4 4.90 124 . 8 3. 41 '12. 1 3. 27 
14 . 2 4. 86 154.1 2. 81 34 . " 3 . $6 
13. 1 5 . 18 141. 4 2. 77 38.3 3 . 6:1 
10.8 5. 18 105.8 2.68 27. ·1 4 . 20 
8. 6 5. 76 79.3 2. 78 26 . 8 ·1. 1 ; 
7. 8 5. 59 74. 9 3.07 23.S .1. 011 
8.3 5. 39 82. 8 3.15 2S. 9 :1 . 54 
9. 9 4 . 95 86 .9 3.1 2 :10. ~ :1. 0$ 
12. 6 4 . 64 125 . 6 3. 00 :10.4 2. 92 
141. 2 5 . 00 1 .351.5 3.01 :19:1. 8 :1 . :1:1 
aQuanUties shown are totals fo r the 4 year period . 
TABLE Xrx~AVErtAGE BUTTERFAT TEST OF SUItPLUS GRADE A MILK DISPOOED O~' BY MAJOR HANDLING 
AilUANG'EMENTS AND USED IN VAlUOUS PRODUCT CATEGORIES, .: IGII'r 
MARtOn'S, JULY 1956-JUNF. 1957a 
Used ill Bulter, v llee!}e, ana 
Used in Al l I'roduCUI 
Manufac- Sold by Diverted 
Ym lured by Pool Plants tured by Pool PI:lnL!l by Produc- lured by Pool Planta by Prodoo-
""" 
Receiving to Non-Pool ileeelving to Non-Pool cr Coppcr- Recetvlng to Non-PQOI er Coppcr-
Montll Handlers Plllnts 1I:\ndlcrs Plants ntives Handleu PlanlH atlvea 
Perce nt Pcrcc nl Pel"cenl Ptll"ccnl POl"(lcnt Peroenl Pcrcl)nl Peroenl 
1957 
JM . '-' ' .0 '.G 
'"' 
'.G ' .0 5. 8 .., 
Feb. , .. , .. '-' 5. , '.0 '.8 5.' '.0 
Mar. ,., ' . 1 .., G.O ' . 8 ' . 8 5.1 '.8 
Apr. , .. ' .0 ' .1 5. , ,., ' .5 5. , , .. 
M., ' . G ,., , . S ••• ' .0 ' . G .. , '. 0 
J~. '.G ' .0 , .. .., .., 2.5 U .., 
1956 
Jwy , . S , .. ' .0 8.' '.G , .  5. ' '-' 
Aug. , .. ' .0 ,. , S., '. 8 ,.S 5.S '.8 
Sop<. , .. ' . 8 .., ' . 8 '.8 '-' G. l ••• 
001. , .. ,., 5.' ' . 8 '.0 ,., 6 . 3 ' . S 
Nov. , .. ' . 8 G. , G. ' ,. , ,., 5. 7 ' .9 
Dec. 2. , '-' 5.' 5. 8 .. , 3. I 5. 1 ' .1 
Aver~ , .. ,., '.0 G. ' 4. , 3 '.8 5. ' .. , 
IlKansl\J!l City , St . Louis , Madlsen , Mllw:l.Ukee, SIoux Fal ls, Sioux City, LoulavUle,and EvansvUlo. Although the data arc for 
the laat hlllf of 1956 and first half of 1957, thcy have been 1lI"\":tnged In the tablca with the 1957 dl'\Ul first In order lo pl"l~~erve 
the normal sequence of tho monLha . 
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CONCLUSIONS AN D RECOMMEN DATIONS 
One of the first alternatives which will be explored by a muket with chronic 
or ye:or-round surplus will be to search for other markets w which bulk sales of 
milk for fluid utilization can be made. Two facrors are of Jnr.l.mount importance 
here. One is he:olth deJnrtmenr acccpt:l.nce and the other is price. Under the 
condirions which exist roday, a deficit market can ger milk from a wide area_ 
The market which can deliver milk acceptable to the he:olth authorities at the 
lowest price, likely will get the business. Stability of demand in the deficit mar-
ker and of supply in the surplus market alw will be important considerations_ 
The possibility of controlling the surplus should be investigated. Perhaps 
fidd representatives have been unduly active in stimulating manufacturing milk 
producers to convert their facilities to Gtade 1\ standards. Grade 1\ prices that 
arc tOO high in rdarion to rhe price of manufacturing milk in a milkshed also 
rru.y encourage tOO fOIpid a development of Gf:lde A supplies. Some mukets may 
employ some type of quota system or "closed base". Some stares have had fair 
success with such measures. 
Lacking outside sales at the higher prices paid for milk consumed in fluid 
form or the ability to control the surplus, leaders in the market will seek ro 
malUge it so as to maximize returns to the producrive resources involved. Meth-
ods should be devised to minimize the work involved in hauling and handling 
the milk In larger markets with a considerable pan of the milk collected by 
6.rm tank trucks, some type of country diversion to ptocessing faciliries should -
be established. Even in smaller markers or those wirh most of the milk collected 
in cans, ?Ossibilities exist for reducing surplus management costs. Administr.l.-
tion of payments to producers should be organized so that the milk can be re-
ceived directly b)' [he plant which is to process a. A little planning C~n make 
it possible for the drivet of ~ farm collection rruck to repOr! in by telephone 
and, if his load is nor needed in the dty, to divert it directly to a m~nufacturjng 
piant. 
Leaders in many markets, either large or small, if they have a surplus prob-
lem mighr well consider the initiarion of some type of central ized management 
of the milk supply. Such ~ system should reduce {he possibility of one handler 
importing milk, ar a higher COSt to himself, while another has an excess in his 
plant. Aside from the possibility of reducing the overall surplus by coordin~tion, 
such a system could make possible bener outlers for rhe surplus by being able 
to direct it to the mosr desirable ouders, and perh~ps in some instances by being 
able to bargain for larger lots. Such planning also can reduce rhe cosr of cross 
and back hauling of milk in the marker. 
In some markers, the producers' cooperative association can reduce milk col· 
lecrion expenses materially by controlling the movement of brm bulk rrucks_ 
In others, the acquisirion of a large over-the·road tank truck andlor ~ COntract 
with an oper.l.ting cooperative association Ot a proprietary manufacturing plmt 
m:.ly offer the beSt solution. 
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The purchase or conSTruction of manufacruring faciliries by a cooperative 
associarion involves a heavy investment '\\'hich may be recovered only by long 
u~. Also, in· many instances, bea.u~ of rhe greit seasonality of the surplus, the 
plant may have ro be oper:ued at a loss during a portion of the year. This action 
is most likely to be nO::e5sary in a milkshed which does not have praptierary or 
coopentive manufacturing phnts, or where these plants already are operated to 
near apacity during the Aush season. 
Leaders in a market with a seasonal surplus problem may profit by consider-
ing mOSt of the recommendations for the market with a ye:lr.round or chronic 
surplus, eXCept rhat outside sales for Auid consumption probably will not be a 
possibiliry for them. This is true because their surplus will occur at the same 
time of yen when most other markets are Aush with milk. Some additional ac-
tions, however, can be uken. First there is the possibility of initiating some form 
of seasonal pricing plan to encourage a more even seasonal production of milk. 
The two most common forms are: 1, some type of base.surplus or quota-excess 
plan; 2, a fall premium, or take.off-pay-back plan. Considerable research ru.s 
been done on the effeaiveness and relative merits of these plans. Data provided 
by this study indicated that a measure of success has been achieved in markets 
where these plans have been used. 
COtt·Age cheese and ice cream constitute relatively high uses for surplus milk. 
The high point in the amount of milk used m these products coincides rather 
closely with the high pOint in the seasonal production. Some plants have ex· 
panded their OUtlers for milk during the flush season by specializing in the pro-
duction of one or the other of these products. COHage che<:se, espedally with 
new methods of packing, can be shipped relatively long distances. Many botd· 
ing plants no longer attempt to produce their own cottage cheese but purchast 
the curd directly from a specialized manufacturer. It needs to be made clear, 
however, that even though the seasonality of consumption of these products 
coincides with that of milk production, this alone cannot at present constiture 
a solution 10 the seasonal surplus problem, becau~ the total amount of milk 
u~d in them is too small. A fruitful field for additional research might be in this 
area. If high value products (ould be developed which require large amounts of 
milk in spring and summer, much of the sting would be removed from the sur· 
plus problem. 
The increase of milk sales through stores and the weekend shopping habits 
of consumers have created a new type of milk surplus problem. Where-AS it used 
to be n«essary to provide the housewife wirh a daily supply of mIlk, 3 modem 
household refrigerator makes frequent delivery unnecessary. Many families pur-
chase the major portion of their week's supply during the regular wtckend trip 
to the grocery store. This procedure creares a shortage of milk during the laSt of 
the week and a surplus during The forepart . BeoIuse of the bulkinC$ and perish-
ability of milk, storage usually is nor a solUTion to The sUTplus problem. Modem 
quality control methods in producing and processing milk and modern cold-
wall storage tanks, however, make it possible to ease the day to day problem. In 
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some of the markets, s[Onge was provided by the producers' ~ssociadon, in some 
by the handlers, and in some by both group5_ 
This bulge in the week's botding OUtput o.uses some fluid milk processors 
as much difficulty and added expense with their management of labor as with 
the supply of milk. 
OTHER PUBUCA nONS AND ST UDIES ON SURPLUS MILK 
1. Disposing of Surplus Fluid Milk in Midwestern Markets, by Sheldon W. Wil· 
liams and Orval G, Kerchner, North Central Regional Publication 113, Ill. 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 664, 1960. 
2. More Efficient Transportation Pltterns ~nd Marketing Methods for Indiana 
Dairy Products, by Jerry H. Padgett, Unpublished Ph ,D. Thesis, Purdue Univer· 
sity, 1960. 
3. Budgeting Techniques in Decisions on Efficient Surplus Milk Disposal, 
Francis W. Groves, Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, UniverSity of Wisconsin, 1%0, 
4. Wisconsin Milk Transpom,tion Studies 
Part I-Hauling and Tnnsporration Cost Functions for Wisconsin Milk, by 
Francis W. Groves and Hugh L. Cook, Agricultural Economics 31, 
1961. 
Part 11-Truck Weight Regulations in WiKonsin and TheIr Effen on the 
Dairy Industry, by Truman F. Graf and Robert H. Miller, Agricultunl 
Economics 32, 1961. 
~. Policies for Surplus Milk Marketing 
Pan I-Structure and Organization of Surplus Milk Markets in Wichita :.md 
Southwest Kllflsas, by Paul L. Kelley, Agricultural Economics Report 
98,1961. 
Part 11-Labor Coefficients for a Surplus Milk Plant as Determined by Work 
Sampling, by T. W. Townsend, Paul L. Kelley and Arlin Feyerhenn, 
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Technio.l Bulletin 24" 1961. 
Part III-A Linear Programming Model of a Surplus Milk Plant, by Paul L. 
Kelley, T. W. Townsend, Arlin Feyerherm, and Vincent Hwang, 
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Technio.l Bulletin 2'7, 1961. 
Part IV-Costs and Returns for Alternarive Market Otg:.miutions for Surplus 
Milk Marketing in Central and Southwest Kansas, by PaulL Kelley 
and T. W. Townsend, m2nuscript, 1961. 
6 The Mechanics of Supply.Demand Adjusters for Midwestern Milk Markers, 
Sheldon W, Williams, Roland W_ Bartlett, Elmer F. Baumer, Truman F. Graf, 
E. Fred Koller, Glynn McBride, and John B. RobertS, Norch Cemral Regional 
Publication 134, III. Agricultur2l Experiment Station Bulledn 684, 1962. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX TABLE I-GRADE A BUTTERFAT EXCESS TO BOTTLING NEEDS 
SEGREGATED INTO 1-"ECESSARY RESERVE, CHRONIC SURPLUS, 
AND SEASONAL 10 NORTH CENTRAL MARKETS, 
1 . Produce r receipts (1,000 pounds) 
2. Fluid use (1 , 000 pounds) 
3 . Total surplus (1,000 pounds) 
Produ<:er rece ipts minus fluid use 
4. Necessary reserve (1,000 pounds) 
fluid Use X 10% 
5 . Yea .... round or <:hronk surplus (1 , 000 poundS)B 
6 . Seasonal SUrplus 0- , 000 pounds) 
Total surplus minus chroniC surplus 
minus necessary reserve 
7. Necessary reserve 
6. Chronic surplus 
9. Seasonal SUrplus 
~O . Fluid use 
11 . Seasonal surplus 
"Excess in low month 
Days In that month X 365 
5 Least 5 Most 
Seasonal Seasonal 
Markets Markets 
75,538 217,223 
57, 564 136 , 743 
17,974 80,480 
5,756 13,674 
7,399b 27 , 032c 
4,619 39,774 
Percent of Producer Receipts 
, .. 
9. 8 
••• 
76. 2 
'.3 
12.4 
18.3 
63 . 0 
Percent of Fluid Use 
8.' 29.1 
bSurplus In ex<:ess cf necessary reser;oe during low month. (Nov. ) 608 , 000 pounds. 
, 
Surplus In ex<:e ss of necessary reserve during low month. (Oct.) 2, 296. 000 pounds . 
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APPENDIX TABLE n-SUR P LUS OF BUTTE RFAT DUE TO MONTHLY VARIATION 
(N CONSUMPTiON OF FLUID MILK PRODUCTS IN 14 KORTH CENTRAL 
Amount which 
would Have Been 
Used at Highest 
Month Monthl:t Rateb Actual Use 
(1,0<10 pounds) 
January 19,636 18,550 
Februarya 17,894 17,204 
Maroh 19,536 18,858 
Aprll 19,0(13 18,019 
M" 19,636 18,419 ,~, 19,(103 17,400 
''''' 
19,636 17,125 
August 19,636 17,649 
September 19, 003 18,498 
October 19,636 19,591 
November 19,003 19,003 
December 19,636 19,418 
Tow 231,358 219,734 
"'Average 28.25 days for time period covered. 
bBased On highest daily rate in November. 
Surplus Due to 
Monthly Variation in 
fluid Consum2!;ion 
I, (185 
"'" 
'" .. ,
1,217 
1,603 
2,511 
1,987 
'0; 
" 
" ~, 
11,624 
APPENDIX TABLE m-WHOLE MILK EQUIVALENT OF DAIRY PRODUCTS 
NORTH CENTRAL REGiON AND KENTUCKY 
Total Mllk 
lee Cream, Milk In Commercial and Cream 
Cottage Cheese Butter, Cheese, Channels for fluid Sold to Plants 
Year etc . a etc . a ConsumEt!onc and Dealersb 
(1 , 000,000 pounds) 
1950 2 , 952 36, 819 14,843 54,614 
1951 3, 154 34,279 16,215 53,648 
1952 3 , 328 33,7l8 17,025 54,011 
1953 3,469 37,515 16, 438 57,422 
"" 
3 , 518 37,907 17,117 58,542 
1955 3,689 37,068 18,315 59,072 
1956 3 , 862 39,252 1 7,756 60,870 
1957 3,921 38,904 18,862 61,68 7 
1958 3,814 38,334 19,551 61 ,699 
To"" 31,707 333, 796 156,122 521,625 
~Production of Manufactured Dairy Products, 1950-1958. 
cMllk , Farm Production Disposition and income, 1951-1959. 
DIfference between total milk Bold to plants and dealers and milk equivalent of 
manufactured dairy products . 
" 
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APPENDIX TABLE IV-lJTILlZATION OF BUTTERFAT Dl14 NORTH CENTRAL 
Ice Crea.m, 
Cottage Chee •• Bl,Itter, Chee61!, Total Fluid ToW 
Year . ~. .~ . u" UtUtn tion 
(l,OOOpoW>ds) 
"" 
21,562 70,688 US, 077 247,327 
I S.U" 22, ~23 60,003 174,283 256, 809 I9S~ 24,502 77,686 221 , 7M 323, 942 
1953 23,956 112,857 227 , 935 364,760 
'''' 
26, 286 115,401 217 , 250 378,943 
19S5 27,078 102,792 250 , 378 3S0, 248 
,,,. 28, 902 128, 034 252, 999 409, 935 
1957 30, 590 147, 979 255,366 4 33,935 
Total 205,401 815!446 1 , 775, 042 2, 795, 889 
I.MUwaukee data lint ava.llable In 1951. 
bDetrolt and Slow: :f'alll data flrat avallab le in 19.52. 
APPENDIX TABLE V·PROPORTION OF BUTTERFAT UTILIZED IN DIFFERENT 
Year Cottage Cheese, etc. &..ltter, Cheese, etc. UtUluUon 
I, 000 pounds P<!n:entap 1,000 poWlda Percentage 1,00<1 powxIa 
"" 
21,562 23.4 70,688 76.6 92, 250 
1951 22,523 27.3 60,003 72. 7 82,526 
1952 24, 502 24. 0 77, 686 76. 0 102,188 
1953 23,958 17. 5 112,857 82. 5 136 , 815 
"0< 26,286 18 . 6 115,407 B1.4 141,693 
1955 27,078 "' .. 102,792 19.1 129,870 
"" 
28,902 18.4 128,034 81. 6 156, 936 
1957 30,590 17.1 147, 919 82.9 1 78, (;69 
TOW 205, 401 "'., 815, 446 79,9 1, 020, 847 
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APPENDIX TASLE VI-SEASONALITY OF UTIWZATION' OF BUTTERFAT 
IN 14 NORTH CENTRAL MARKETS, 1950-1957 
Ice Cream 
CottKe Cheese, Etc, Sutter, Cheese, Etc, 
Average Percent Average Percent 
Month l!, 000 Ibs) of Mean {!,OOO lbs! ot Mean 
January 1,568 . 9 74.4 8,465.1 102. 7 
February 1,612 . 6 76.5 8,432.1 102. 2 
March 1,929 . 2 91.5 10,069 . 5 122.1 
April 2 , 084.8 98.9 10,775.6 130.7 
M"" 2,929 . 0 139. P 12,557.5 152.2 
J~, 3,555. 5 168.8 11,010.8 133. 5 
Jwy 2,669. 4 12(;.7 8 , 533.1 103.5 A_' 2,272. 0 107.8 6,627. 3 80.4 
September 1,888. 7 89. 6 4, 937. 9 59.9 
October 1 ,716 . 3 81.4 4,94 2. 7 59.9 
November 1,508. 7 71. 6 5,376.1 65 . 2 
December 1,556 . 0 73.8 7 , 231. 7 87.7 
ToW 25, 291 . 1 
""' 
98,960.4 1 200 
AverKe 2, 107.6 >0O 8,246.7 >0O 
APPENDIX TABLE Vll-SEASONAWTY OF UTILI ZATION OF SKIMMILK 
IN 12 NORTH CENT RAL MARKETS, 1950-19S7a 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
M.y 
J~' 
Jwy 
August 
September 
October 
November 
Oecember 
Coetage Cheese 
Ice Cream, Etc . 
Monthly Avg. Percent 
1,000 poWlds ot Mean 
33,952.4 81.0 
3S, 845. 0 85 . 5 
43,683.0 104.2 
43,643.6 104.5 
50,904.5 121. 4 
53,620. 0 126. 2 
50,552.9 120.5 
46,634 . 4 111.2 
40,001 . 4 95.4 
37,359.1 89.1 
33,693.1 SO.3 
32,998.4 76. 7 
Sutter, Cheese, 
Monthly Avg. 
1 , 000 pounds 
229,500.6 
234,058.5 
279,136.4 
302,372. 2 
371,958.9 
345,337. 6 
251,738 . 3 
193,748 . 6 
139,019. 3 
131,804 . 4 
142,690.0 
19S, 168. 7 
Total 503,287.6 1200 2,619,735.5 
Averall:e 41,940.6 100 234,976.0 
Ilskt rnm.11k data fr(lrn Milwaukee and Madison not useable. 
Percent 
of Mean 
97. 7 
99.7 
116.6 
12S. 7 
158 . 2 
147.0 
107.1 
62.4 
59.2 
"., 
60.8 
84.3 
1200 
>0O 
M!SSOUR! AGR!CULTURAL E X PER!MENT ST,o,T10N 
APPE1.;QIX TABLE VlIl-SURPLUS UTl U ZAT ION OF BUTTE RFAT AND SKIM MILK 
COMPARED BY MONTHS, 14 NORT H CENTRAL lItA RKETS 
Butterfat 
Average Per<:ent 
Month 1,000 pounds of Mean 1 , 000 pounds of Mean 
January 10,035. 0 96 . 9 263,453. 0 95. 1 
February 10,044 . 7 97. 0 269,903.5 97. 7 
March 11 , 998. 7 115. 9 322 , 821.4 116 . 6 
April 12, 860. 4 124 . 2 346 , 215. 8 125. 0 
M" 15, 486. 5 149. 5 422 , 863.4 1 52. 5 
'M. 14 , 566. 3 140 .7 399 ,1 57. 6 144. 0 
''''' 
11 , 202. 5 1 OS . 2 302 ,291. 2 109. 2 A_' 8,899.3 86. 0 240,383.0 86 . 8 
September 6 ,826.6 65. 9 179,020. 7 64 . 7 
October 6,659. 0 64 . 3 169,163,5 61.1 
November 6 , 884. 8 66.5 176,583.1 63. 8 
De.:ember 8,787. 7 M . , 231 , 167. 1 83 . 5 
ToW 124 , 251. 5 1200 3, 323, 023. 3 1200 
Aver!Ke 10, 354. 3 ". 276, 918. 6 ". 
lIna la for 12 ma.rkets . 
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T2f'i NQn fluid Ice C~am , Etc, E". 
Month Ratio Indexo Ratio· indeX!' Ratloa lndei' 
January 26.2 98,1 21.8 10S.S 27.1 95.1 
February 26. 9 100. 7 22.2 111.6 21. 8 97 , 5 
Marcb 26.9 100 , 7 22.6 11S.6 27.7 97.2 
Aprll 26. 9 100. 7 21,0 105.5 28.1 98.6 
May 27.3 102,2 17.4 87.4 29.6 103. 9 
J=' 27,4 102.6 15,1 75.9 31.4 11 0. 2 
Joy 27. 0 101.1 18.9 95. 0 29,5 103. 5 
August 27.0 101. 1 20,5 10S. 0 29,2 102. 5 
September 26.1 97.8 21.2 106. :; 28.2 98.9 
October 25.4 95.1 21.8 109 , 5 26. 7 93.7 
November 25.6 95.9 22.3 112. 1 26. 6 93,S 
December 26.3 98 . 5 21.2 106. 5 27.4 96.1 
Weighted 
Average 26.7 19.9 28.5 
~he ratios In this table were computed by divldlng physical qua..ntitles of aklm-
milk In each of the categories (Appendix Table VII) by the physical quantities of 
butterfat In eacb of the categories (Appendix Table Vl). This procedure makes It 
possible to compare the relationship" between the two for each month of the yeal' . 
Tbe larger the ratio the greater the quantity of sklmmUk used In relation to the 
butterfat. 
These ratios cannot be used to compute the butterfat content of the varlous 
categories because only 12 of the markets provided sld.mmUk data. 
bThe Indexes were constructed by dividing .each of the ratios by the weighted 
average at the foot of the column, 
